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International Finance Corporation opens
Leasing Development Project in 

Northwest Russia

O
n April 26, in St. Petersburg the International Finance Cor-
poration announced the opening of a project to Develop
Leasing in Northwestern Russia. The Project is being

implemented with financial support from the government of Fin-
land and the Finnish trade agency Finpro.

At a press briefing held in association with this event, Greg Alton,
Project Manager of the IFC Leasing Development Group in Rus-
sia, noted «the IFC has vast experience in the leasing sector. In
over 30 years of work in the leasing sector the IFC has carried out
60 technical cooperation projects on the leasing services market
in 35 countries and has invested about $1 billion U.S. dollars in
the leasing sector in 50 countries. The Project to Develop Leas-
ing in the Northwestern Russia will help prepare the ground for
investment by the IFC and other institutions in the leasing sector,
which will in turn help further development of the leasing industry
in the region.» 

NORTHWEST REGION OF RUSSIA

Murmansk oblast

Leningrad oblast

Kaliningrad oblast

Karelian
Republic

Komi
Republic

Nenets Autonomous Okrug

Pskov oblast

Vologda oblast

Kirov oblast

Arkhangelsk oblast
Novgorod

oblast

C O N T E N T S  : http://www.ifc.org/russianleasing
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Published by the Leasing Development Group of the International Finance Corporation (IFC), a Member of the World Bank
Group, with financial support from the Canadian International Development Agency
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The International Finance Corporation has granted Baltic Leasing a credit of 2 million dollars. Baltleasing, the
oldest leasing company in Russia, provides leasing services to companies in the Northwest region of the

country and is one of the founders of the Russian and St. Petersburg Association of Leasing Companies. The
IFC credit line will be used by companies in Northwest Russia to renew their fixed assets and increase com-
petitiveness. «The IFC is especially pleased that the first leasing company with 100% Russian capital to receive
an IFC credit was Baltleasing, which has, since 1990, been actively participating in developing the leasing sec-
tor in Russia,» Edward Nassim, director of the IFC department for Central and Eastern Europe, stressed.

«The credit granted by the IFC demonstrates that Russian leasing companies can be reliable partners for
foreign investors and foreign suppliers of equipment. This IFC investment is a vote of trust for the Russian
leasing sector in general,» Dmitry Korchagov, general director of Baltic Leasing, said. «Cooperation with the
IFC will allow us to draw up leasing deals with conditions that are more advantageous to our lessees. There-
fore the final beneficiaries of this agreement will be Russian companies in need of technical upgrades».

July 2, 2002

The International Finance Corporation has granted Russia’s KMB-Bank a credit of 7 million dollars1. The
funds, which are being granted for five years, will be used to finance small businesses. KMB-Bank, with

headquarters in Moscow, has five branches in large Russian cities and 12 regional representative offices.
Over the past three years KMB-Bank has occupied a leading position in small and micro crediting. «Sup-
port for small business is a key component of the IFC strategy in Russia. Thanks to its expansive regional
network, KMB-Bank is able to service private small companies throughout the country,» said Edward Nas-
sim, director of the IFC department for Central and Eastern Europe.  

June 3, 2002

The International Finance Corporation signed an agreement with DeltaLeasing for a credit of 10 million dol-
lars. «These funds will be used by DeltaLeasing to expand the range of services its offers to small and mid-

sized businesses,» DeltaLeasing General Director Nikolai Zinovyev said. DeltaLeasing is a subsidiary of Delta
Capital Management / USA-Russia Investment Fund, which owns 100% of the company’s shares. 

The Northwest Russia Leasing Development Group
is an IFC technical assistance project, the main aim
of which is to create favorable legal and economic
conditions for the development of leasing in the
region. The project is also aimed at helping the devel-
opment of commercial ties between entrepreneurs
in Finland and Russia. According to Finnish Trade
Representative in Russia Timo Koponen «the open-
ing of the IFC Project to Develop Leasing in the
Northwestern District of Russia will open up new
potential for cooperation between Finnish producers
of equipment and Russian leasing companies and
businesses. As demand for Finnish equipment is
quite high in northwestern Russia, an important pre-
requisite for its sale under leasing is that all partici-
pants in the deal have a clear understanding of the

legal and economic aspects of leasing deals. For
Russian leasing companies and lessees and Finnish
suppliers of equipment, the IFC Project will become
an important source of information and consulting
aid on leasing.» 

According to Dmitry Korchagov, general director of
the leasing company Baltic Leasing, «active devel-
opment of the leasing services market in northwest
Russia, together with the difficulty of receiving bank
financing, is being delayed by an underdeveloped
local legislative base in the area of leasing and sec-
ondary equipment markets, general public ignorance
of the advantages of leasing and also an insufficient
number of leasing specialists.» The IFC Project to
Develop Leasing in the Northwestern District of Rus-
sia is aimed at resolving these problems.
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IFC INVESTMENTS 

1 KMB-Bank has a subsidiary leasing company KMB-Leasing. You can read an interview with the managing director of KMB-

Leasing on page 9.
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DeltaLeasing operates in 20 Russian regions, providing financing from $25,000 to $500,000 in rubles,
indexed to the dollar rate, for a period of five years. DeltaLeasing has granted credits to over 200 clients
for a total of over 20 million dollars. These clients represent over 20 different industries, from the timber
processing industry and furniture production to printing work, packaging and food production.

May 16, 2002 

IMPROVING LEASING LEGISLATION: 
NEXT STEPS

Eleonora Veitsman, PR Specialist 

IFC Leasing Development Group

T
he Leasing Development Group held a
round table discussion entitled «Improving
Leasing Legisla-

tion: Next Steps,» on
February 14, in Moscow.
Participants in the round
table included represen-
tatives from the legisla-
tive and executive
branches and from aca-
demic circles, in addition
to specialists from the
Leasing Development
Group, leasing compa-
nies, lessee-companies,
banks, consulting companies and insurance com-
panies.

A number of changes have been made in feder-
al legislation regulating leasing activity in the
recent past that have had a direct influence on its
development. The most important of these include
the enactment of regulatory acts such as the Tax
Code, a new version of the law «On the Licensing
of Various Types of Activity,» and also the law «On
Changes and Amendments to the Federal Law on
Leasing.» According to Leasing Development
Group Project Manager Greg Alton, «these regu-
lative acts are progressive in character, and their
adoption has created a strong foundation for the
establishment of a stable legislative base for leas-
ing that is clearly understandable to all.»

However, according to A.G. Aksakov, a deputy in
the State Duma and author of the law «On
Changes and Amendments to the Federal Law on
Leasing,» «the legal situation for leasing in Rus-
sia is still far from perfect and the recently passed
laws are only a first step towards perfecting leas-
ing legislation. During the second stage it will be

necessary to make changes in the civil code, cus-
toms code, and currency regulation of leasing

activity, and also in pro-
cedural legislation and
in legislation dealing
with bankruptcies.»

Participants in the
round table discussion
named the following as
the most pressing steps
to improve leasing leg-
islation: 
• The possibility of
staggering (delaying)
payment of customs

duties on the leased asset. Establishing the
customs value of the property and also apply-
ing a temporary import (export) regime, taking
the specifics of leasing deals into consideration;

• Legislative strengthening of simplified proce-
dures for currency regulation of legal leasing
relations;

• The development and introduction of a simpli-
fied mechanism for the repossession of a
leased asset from an unscrupulous lessee;

• The adjustment of tax legislation norms to take
the peculiarities of leasing deals into consider-
ation (elucidation of various areas of amortiza-
tion of a leased asset, the formation of leasing
company revenue and spending, issues regard-
ing the calculation and payment of VAT by par-
ticipants in international leasing deals);

• Adjusting the current mechanism for account-
ing for leasing operations.

The holding of a round table discussion dedi-
cated to the perfection of the legislative base for
leasing is today more topical than ever. At the
moment, the Russian State Duma is considering
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Novgorod

On March 26 in Novgorod, the IFC Leasing
Development Group, with organizational

support from the St. Petersburg leasing asso-
ciation Petersburg-Leasing and the Novgorod
Leasing Company, held a seminar for lessees
entitled «Leasing as a Mechanism for renewing
Fixed Assets.» There are currently four leasing
companies operating in Novgorod region – the
Novgorod Leasing Company, Globus-Leasing,
Novgorodagropromsnab and a leasing compa-
ny attached to Novobank. In 2001 the Novgorod
Leasing Company alone financed 118 leasing
deals amounting to a total of 40.4 million
rubles. Given the specifics of the region, the
main consumers of leasing services in the near
future may include the chemical industry, food,
forestry and timber processing, engineering
and metal processing, electricity production
and the ferrous metallurgy industry.

St. Petersburg

On April 26 in St. Petersburg, with organiza-
tional support from the St. Petersburg leas-

ing association, a practical seminar was held enti-
tled «Topical Issues for the Preparation and Imple-
mentation of Leasing Agreements,» developed by
specialists from the IFC Leasing Development
Group in the form of a business game for man-
agers, lawyers, economists and financial analysts
from leasing companies. During the seminar par-
ticipants were able to share their experiences of
presenting investment projects to attract financ-
ing, evaluate the influence of the new legal envi-
ronment on the costs for leasing services and also
to share their experience in evaluating the risks of
a project in reaching a decision to enter into a
leasing agreement. Over 40 specialists from leas-
ing companies in the Northwest district took part
in the seminar.

documents directly touching on the interests of
the leasing community – the Customs Code, a
new edition of the law «On Currency Regulation
and Currency Control,» and amendments to the
Tax Code. Participants in the round table discus-
sion expressed certainty that discussion of the
issues raised by them will be continued at gov-
ernment level and will help in reaching proper leg-

islative solutions for the development of the leas-
ing sector in Russia.

You can find the full text of speeches by par-
ticipants in the round table discussion on the
Leasing Development Group’s website at
http://www.ifc.org/russianleasing.

IFC SEMINARS
Svetlana Pletneva, Training Coordinator

IFC Leasing Development Group
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Novosibirsk

In mid-May the IFC Leasing Development Group
held three seminars on leasing issues in Siberia.

On May 14 in Novosibirsk, with organizational sup-
port from Novosibirsk Leasing Company, the sem-

inar Leasing as a Mechanism to Renew Fixed Assets
was held, with over 60 representatives from leas-
ing companies, institutes and other organizations
in the region taking part. As part of the seminar, a
press briefing was held for local press and televi-
sion, dedicated to issues concerning the develop-
ment of leasing in Novosibirsk region. Participating
in the press briefing was A.V. Pisarenko, deputy
Project Manager of the IFC Leasing Development
Group, S.N. Cherikhin – director of the department
for the control of economic concentration at the
Novosibirsk branch of the Russian Antitrust Min-
istry; P.V. Zabolotniy, chairman of the Novosibirsk
regional Business Development Committee; KMB-
Leasing Managing Director J. Gorham; and Novosi-
birsk Leasing Company General Director O.S. Kise-
lyov. As noted at the press briefing, thanks to leas-
ing the renewal of fixed assets is especially notice-
able in the agricultural complex and also in small
business. But in a number of other industries, the
process of renewing equipment is lagging behind
its obsolescence. «Leasing in comparison with
crediting or program financing is a more promising
and economically advantageous mechanism for
attracting investment into the real sector of pro-
duction. Therefore the regional administration
places a lot of significance on the development of
leasing,» P.V. Zabolotniy, chairman of the Novosi-
birsk regional Business Development Committee,
said. However, the choice of leasing or credit is
defined by the financial condition of the company
and the industry, P.V. Zabolotniy said.

Krasnoyarsk

A seminar for businesswomen was held in
Krasnoyarsk on May 15 entitled Legal and

Economic Aspects of Leasing Activity. On May
16 the Leasing Development Group held a sem-
inar entitled «Leasing as a Mechanism to
Renew Fixed Assets,» in which over 70 repre-
sentatives from leasing companies, institutes
and other organizations in the region took part.
Both events were held at the initiative of the
Krasnoyarsk territorial administration and with
organizational support from the Union of Kras-
noyarsk Residents. During the seminar it was
noted that with the fixed asset stock in the
region 60%-70% worn out, the budget has no
money for modernization. Large leasing com-
panies are proposing conditions to companies
for the renewal of equipment whereby real sav-
ings amount to over 12%. This scheme will help
save budget funds also – at the moment many
companies are upgrading using funds from the
territorial administration. According to Krasno-
yarsk Deputy Governor for Foreign Economic
Relations Sergei Kacherov, by 2010 industries

such as the chemical, forestry, timber pro-
cessing, electricity, production and ferrous and
nonferrous metallurgical industries may
become major consumers of leasing services.
At the moment active preparation is underway
to introduce leasing to the territorial market. It
is planned to hold an active propaganda cam-
paign for leasing and the authorities plan to
prepare draft laws to establish favorable con-
ditions on the market for companies and orga-
nizations using leasing.
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O
n April 3 the Urals Leasing Development
Group held a seminar in Perm entitled
«Leasing as a Mechanism for Renewing

Fixed Assets», with participation by companies in
the Perm region, from the cities of Perm, Berezni-
ki, Barda, Dobryanka, Lysva and Solikamsk. A
total of 81 people participated in the seminar,
including specialists from leasing companies,
firms, banks, insurance companies, business
support organizations and the regional adminis-
tration.

Opening the seminar, V.A. Grachyov, director of
the Perm region Industry and Science Depart-
ment, stressed «the development of leasing is of
importance both for the development of industry
and other areas of the regional economy.«

The seminar dealt with the main aspects of
leasing in Russia, legislation regulating leasing,
taxation and accounting. In addition, the most
active leasing companies in the region accepted
an IFC proposal and addressed participants in
the seminar with information about their compa-
nies, their experience of working on the market
for leasing services, conditions for the supply of
equipment under leasing agreements and
requirements of lessees. These included the
Perm leasing company LiK, specializing in small
and mid-sized business and operating not only in
the regional center, but throughout the Perm
region; Ural Leasing Company, which carries out
leasing operations financed by the bank Perm-
credit and provides various types of equipment –
cars and trucks, printing equipment, equipment
for the chemical and forestry industries, com-
puter equipment, trading equipment, equipment
for the food industry and banking equipment. Vic-
tor Maklakov, director of Ural Leasing Company,
noted that they work with non-standard equip-
ment also and gave an example of a project with
Mostootryad No. 123 to acquire a Bauer BG-25
(Germany) drilling unit, of which there is no equiv-
alent in Perm region. He said that the company
also takes clients’ requirements into considera-
tion: «We follow the needs of the clients and try
to be flexible in drawing up the term of a leasing
agreement (from a year to four years) and also,

if the client wishes, provide a grace period (up to
three months) until the start of leasing pay-
ments.»

The non-commercial partnership Perm Leasing
Alliance, which unites a number of leasing com-
panies in the city of Perm, was set up to spread
Russian and regional experience of leasing activ-
ity and knowledge of leasing, cooperate in the
development of the leasing services sector and
consult with companies on legal, organizational,
financial and accounting aspects of leasing. «This
gives the possibility to interested companies to
decide in advance which means of financing is
more advantageous, to choose a partner and
avoid many mistakes when entering into a leas-
ing agreement and at all stages of its implemen-
tation,» Alexander Melnikov, chairman of the PR
committee of the Perm Leasing Alliance, said.

According to participants, the information pro-
vided at the seminar was extremely useful. Par-
ticipants in the seminar noted especially the pos-
sibility of meeting with representatives from leas-
ing companies and asking questions of interest
to them regarding conditions for working with
concrete leasing companies and the possibilities
of establishing initial contact.

The IFC Urals Leasing Development Group held
a round table discussion entitled «Changes in
Legislation Regulating Leasing Activity» for man-
agers of leasing companies in Perm and
Chelyabinsk regions. In connection with the sig-
nificant changes in federal leasing legislation,
specialists from leasing companies discussed
leasing in the current conditions and also prob-
lems that they have encountered while carrying
out their activity.

Special attention was paid to a draft regional
law «On Assisting the Development of Leasing in
Industry in Perm Region, which is aimed at assist-
ing leasing activity in the sphere of industrial pro-
duction in Perm region. According to one of the
authors of the draft law, Irina Reshetnik, this law
will help establish legal and financial conditions
for the effective functioning of leasing in the Perm
region and create a regional market for leasing
services.

March-June 2002OUR PROJECT

SEMINAR AND ROUND TABLE IN PERM
Elena Markova, Team Leader

IFC Urals Leasing Development Group 
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Representatives from leasing companies
brought up the issue of a possible consolidation
of leasing companies in the Perm region to
exchange experience in resolving tax and civil
law problems in carrying out leasing, and to
develop recommendations to improve the regu-
latory-legislative base governing leasing activi-
ty at the regional and federal levels, to spread
information on leasing with the aim of increas-
ing understanding of leasing mechanisms in
business circles, to hold training events on leas-
ing for companies that are potential lessees, to
provide systematic and consulting support for
leasing companies and discuss joint leasing

company participation in the financing of large
leasing projects. Valery Trifonov, a representa-
tive from the Ural Leasing Corporation, noted the
timeliness and necessity of the IFC Leasing
Development Group holding this event and
expressed the hope that it will be possible to
hold similar events in the future and unite leas-
ing companies in the region with the support of
the IFC Group for the Development of Leasing in
the Ural region. Representatives from leasing
companies in Chelyabinsk region that partici-
pated in the round table discussion also sup-
ported the idea of setting up an association of
Ural region leasing companies.

March-June 2002

The problem of obsolete production assets at companies has become especially serious. The level of worn out fixed

assets in industry in the region amounts to 54% on average and for some companies comes to 80%.

This problem unavoidably gives rise to a number of others, in particular the problem of uncompetitive products. The

renewal of production assets, their modernization and the use of modern equipment and technology is becoming

vitally important. Companies need investment.

Difficulties in attracting investment, bank disinterest in granting long-term investment credits, and high interest rates

on credits from commercial banks have led to the situation where the construction, reconstruction and technical

upgrading of industrial companies is carried out mainly with the companies’ own funds. However, this is insuffi-

cient. Do many companies have the necessary amount of funds? The possibilities of the budget are also limited. A

solution here may be the development of leasing activity in the region.

We will continue improving the regional regulatory-legislative base aimed at setting up effective mechanisms for

attracting investment into industry.

V.A. Grachyov

Perm region Department of Industry and Science

KOM, NOVGOROD
Eleonora Veitsman, PR Specialist

IFC Leasing Development Group

T
he small company KOM began its activity
in 1994. The company’s first clients were
private individuals that turned to the com-

pany to repair their automobiles. After about a
year KOM started to work with industrial compa-
nies, providing services to repair and protect
equipment with the use of composite materials.
The company’s services were in demand, the
number of orders quickly grew and within two
years the company was quite profitable.

The company decided to set up additional sup-
port for its business in 1997, and started a new
area of activity – freight transportation. Although
KOM had some of its own funds to buy automo-
biles, it could not allow itself such a large amount
of expenditure for such a long period of time. In
its search for financing the company turned to
the Novgorod administration, which at that time
provided companies in the region with funds as
part of a small business support program. The
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KOM business plan was evaluated on
its merit. The company received an
award for the best business devel-
opment plan, but nevertheless did
not receive any financing from the
regional administration. The compa-
ny’s attempts to finance the pur-
chase of equipment by using a bank
credit were also unsuccessful. The
local branch of a St. Petersburg bank demand-
ed collateral from the company that was sever-
al times larger than the loan being requested.

Only Novgorod Leasing Company provided
KOM with real
help in devel-
opingits busi-
ness plan, and
acquired and
leased the com-
pany a Gazelle
small truck.
Having tried
out the leasing
scheme with
one vehicle and
having con-
vinced itself of
its advantages,
the  company
decided to
expand its fleet.
Over the next
four years the
c o m p a n y
acquired anoth-
er nine automo-

biles – MAZ, VAZ cars, Sobol small trucks, Kupa-
va trailers and others. Today, road transport is
an independent area of the company’s activity,
bringing in stable profit that accounts for 25%
of the company’s overall profit.

In addition, using leasing KOM acquired gas
cylinders, equipment to remove shavings,
computers, printers and a Xerox machine.
However, the company’s largest leasing deal
was the purchase of an MK-15 polyurethane
unit. The MK-15 unit is unique. According to
KOM General Director Anatoly Galkin, «there
are only a few such units in Russia, they can
be counted on the fingers of one hand.« Acqui-
sition of this equipment allowed the company
to produce polyurethane covering that is in
short supply, thereby taking the company’s
business to a totally new level. Now the com-

pany’s clients include some of the
largest companies in Russia, such
as  from Novomoskovsk, Magnito-
gorsk Metallurgy Combine,
Novovoronyezh Nuclear Power
Plant, the Orenburg Train Repair
Plant and many others.

In general, automobiles and
equipment, acquired using leasing

allowed the company to cut costs and become
more competitive in many areas. Thanks to
equipment acquired under leasing, the com-
pany’s sales increased 35%. The number of
employees at the company also increased: to
operate its 10 cars the company hired 10 dri-
vers and a dispatcher and another three spe-
cialists were hired to operate the polyurethane
unit. Among the  advantages of leasing, Ana-
toly Galkin also named the tax advantages pro-
vided by this investment mechanism, particu-
larly the possibility of expensing leasing pay-
ments, which allows for significant savings on
profit tax. The company’s general director con-
tinues to have a positive impression from coop-
eration with the leasing company in general.
«High class professionals work at Novgorod
Leasing Company. They consulted with us to
draw up a business plan and fill in an applica-

tion and helped us find the necessary equip-
ment. When we planned to buy a Sobol small
truck, we looked for one in Nizhny Novgorod.
The leasing company found us one much clos-
er – in St. Petersburg – at a lower price,» he
said.

KOM also ties its future plans to expand pro-
duction with leasing. «When we started to work
with leasing, it was new to us and we weighed
up its pluses and minuses for a long time. Now
we have no doubts, for us leasing us the best.»

Anatoly Galkin,

General Director of KOM
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KMB-BANK: SMALL BUSINESS LENDING
BANK AND LEASING COMPANY

It is generally known that finding financing is one of the main problems for small business. Not all banks
are ready to get involved in small projects and take on the additional costs inherent in lending to small
business. However, practice shows that it is possible to work extremely successfully in this sector. We would
like to familiarize you with the activities of the company KMB-Leasing. KMB-Leasing is a 100% sub-
sidiary of KMB-Bank. The Russian abbreviation KMB in the names of these financial institutions is short
for «lending to small business».

Our former colleague and current managing director of KMB-Leasing James Gorham, who many Leas-
ing Courier readers already know for a long time, has told us about the company’s work. Jim is a Cana-
dian citizen and has been living and working in Russia for several years already. In 2000-2001 he worked
with the Leasing Development Group of the International Finance Corporation.

Victoria Struts interviewed James Gorham, managing director of the leasing company KMB-Leasing.

- The very name of the bank
and the company indicates
that you deal exclusively with
small business. What are the
specifics of this work?

- In Russia you cannot believe
everything that is written on
paper. Before deciding on an
application from a potential
client, we need to check every-
thing; calculate all assets, all
reserves and all fixed assets, to
get an idea of the financial con-
dition of the company. As a rule,
our representative travels to the
company and meets with the
businessperson in person. Vir-
tually all our specialists that work with clients are
experts in evaluating credit risk. Carrying out care-
ful preliminary analysis of each application – this
is the basis of the activity of KMB-Bank and our
leasing company.

- Tell me please about your credit technology.
- Before the leasing company was set up, KMB-

Bank developed its own credit technology for work
with small business. Bank specialists did every-
thing to adapt Western approaches to the specifics
of crediting Russian micro- and small business.
This allows our credit experts to analyze the busi-
ness of our clients and to collect the necessary
information within a very short period of time (often
in two days), as a result of which a decision on the
loan is also reached as quickly as possible. As the

leasing subsidiary works in
close cooperation with the
bank, after studying the appli-
cation we have the possibility
of recommending the most
advantageous option – either
a credit or leasing.

- Does KMB-Leasing use
KMB-Bank’s lending tech-
nology?

- Yes of course. KMB-Bank’s
credit technology has lived up
to its expectations. We consid-
er the activity of potential
lessees and all companies
connected with them, so as to

find out how money works within the group of com-
panies. Usually we spend a lot of time trying to
understand this clearly. But thanks to this prelim-
inary work, we usually avoid all potential problems
connected with non-payment. The fact that the
leasing technology used by us is successful is indi-
cated by the fact that in our practice, for example,
there has not been one case of non-return of
equipment.

- And leasing payments? If a lessee has dif-
ficulties, KMB-Leasing may change the pay-
ment schedule?

- No, we believe that the leasing payment
schedule, signed together with the leasing oblig-
ation, is the most important point in our relations
with the lessee.

James Gorham,

Managing Director of KMB-Leasing
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- I know that KMB-Bank, like the IFC, has a
black list of industries that will not receive a
credit under any circumstances (production
of alcoholic spirits, arms,  gambling). But to
whom, on the contrary, do you give prefer-
ence?

- All honest entrepreneurs. It can be any busi-
ness, the main thing that it should have good
potential. It is important for us that a potential
lessee is a good manger, that he knows the mar-
ket, is able to promote his product, and keeps all
his accounts in order, so that he understands the
movement of money.

- What equipment is in the most demand?
- The two main areas of our work are the leasing

of printing equipment and vehicles. We can say
that the printing boom is continuing in the regions.
As regards transport, we help companies acquire
modern vehicles.

However, in addition to this, KMB-Leasing sup-
plies packaging, construction, and timber-pro-

cessing equipment and also photo labs, various
food production lines, equipment for furniture pro-
duction, etc.

- How do you work with suppliers?
- Most often the lessee names the supplier from

which he would like to acquire the equipment. From
there on, KMB-Leasing works with this supplier
directly. When importing, customs clearance of the
leased asset is carried out in accordance with cur-
rent Russian legislation, using an independent cus-
toms broker.

- What is the average term and size of a deal?
- The term of leasing is until full amortization, that

is within three years. For leasing of transport vehi-
cles, given the specifics of this type of deal, we can
have a leasing agreement of 18 and 24 months, but
for other equipment the term of the agreement cur-
rently amounts to 36 months.

The minimum size of a leasing deal is $5,000 and
the maximum size $500,000.
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KMB-Bank uses unique lending technology, allowing it to significantly simplify the process of granting loans. The

bank guarantees its clients:

• A rapid decision on granting the credit (within 2-14 days after the submission of an application and the provi-

sion of the corresponding documentations);

• Advantageous crediting conditions: low interest rates and long terms (up to three years);

• Help in preparing documents;

• Convenient schemes for paying off credits: equal monthly payments or once every two weeks (interest is cal-

culated only on the amount not paid); for companies with seasonal business there is a special scheme for pay-

ing off credits;

• A flexible approach to choosing and evaluating collateral;

• Long-term partnership relations between the bank and reliable borrowers.

Representative office

Branch office

MAP OF RUSSIA WITH

KMB-BANK REGIONAL

NETWORK



- Are advance payments made and are addi-
tional guarantees required on leasing agree-
ments?

- The size of the advance payment is from 25% of
the value of the asset on Russian territory. The deal
is guaranteed by the leased asset itself plus addi-
tional collateral in the amount of the leasing agree-
ment (minus the cost of the equipment with a KMB-
Leasing discount).

- Is leased equipment insured?
- The leased asset is subject to compulsory insur-

ance for the entire term of the leasing agreement.
The lessor chooses the insurance company. The
lessor is the beneficiary under the insurance con-
tract.

- KMB-Leasing branches operate in many
cities. What is the geographical area for leas-
ing services?

- This is in fact the case, KMB-Bank has 11,000
clients throughout Russia, the majority of whom are
not in Moscow. Therefore, a network of offices was
set up to service clients in the regions. To be more
exact, the bank has five branches and 12 represen-
tative offices in large Russian cities from Kaliningrad
to Vladivostok. In addition to crediting small busi-
ness, our branches and representative offices are
ready to provide information on leasing. Thanks to
this network, our regional experts may give us their
recommendations on leasing application risks, with-
out sending documentation to Moscow.

- James, for more than a year you were the
manager of the Leasing Development Group,
having actively participated in the discussion
and development of amendments to the law «On

leasing. Now, as managing director of a leasing
company, you can judge their effectiveness in
practice. So, has the amending of the law in any
way influenced work in the leasing sector?

- Yes, without a doubt. It has become easier to
work. The new law has done away with many con-
tradictions and it has been brought into line with a
multitude of other legal acts regarding leasing activ-
ity. This means that now we do not have to each time
consider and compare all legislative acts, to under-
stand which statutes are applied and which are not.
Formulations have become clearer and it is easier to
work with companies with foreign capital and with
other sources of financing. The Russian market is
considered pretty risky, but now we can think of the
potential, and not of the shortcomings in legislation.

- One last question: can you compare Russian
small business with small business in Canada?

- Small business is small business. The problems
are the same in any country: access to money,
access to borrowing, and access to leasing. Never-
theless, despite all the difficulties, small business is
continuing to develop. In my opinion it may be more
successful if a financial instrument such as leasing
is used.

- Thank you for the interview! We wish you fur-
ther success in your career and in business.
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ZAO KMB-Leasing was founded in 2001 and is a

subsidiary of KMB-Bank. 

DISSOLUTION OF LEASING AGREEMENTS
Irina Reshetnik, Lawyer

IFC Northwest Russia Leasing Development Group 

In this issue of Leasing Courier we will continue our discussion on the dissolution of leasing agreements,

begun in issue No. 1 (19) 2002.

I
n connection with the problem under considera-
tion, it is important to draw the reader’s attention
to the fact that the current edition of the federal

law «On Financial Rental (Leasing)« (hereinafter ‘the
Law’) sets forth a new approach to the question of
dissolving a leasing agreement, corresponding with

the Civil Code. In particular, article 13 of the Law,
dealing with grounds for unilateral dissolution of a
leasing agreement has been removed from the text
of the Law, therefore, when speaking of dissolving
such an agreement, we are governed, primarily, by
grounds set down in the Civil Code.
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Unilateral refusal by lessor to
implement leasing agreement 

In our previous issue we analyzed the dissolution of
leasing agreements in the courts at the initiative of

the lessor, however, cases of unilateral refusal by a
lessor to implement a leasing agreement are also of
significant practical interest. Given the obvious sim-
ilarity of unilateral refusal by the lessor to meet his
obligations and a demand by the lessor for the early
dissolution of an agreement, it is necessary to
emphasize the main differences between these two
means of dissolving an agreement. Unilateral refusal
to implement the agreement by the lessor is done
without going through the courts. Early dissolution
of an agreement, initiated by the lessor, on the con-
trary, is only done through the courts. These two sit-
uations also differ in terms of the moment from which
the agreement is considered terminated. When an
agreement is dissolved through the courts, it is con-
sidered terminated from the moment the court rul-
ing on the dissolution of the agreement comes into
effect, but with unilateral refusal to implement the
agreement is considered dissolved from the moment
the lessee receives information of the lessor’s intent
to dissolve the agreement. Current legislation does
not establish requirements for the form of this infor-

mation, but to avoid
disputes it would be
best to do this in writ-
ten form.

In accordance with
article 310 of the Civil
Code, unilateral
refusal to meet oblig-
ations, in connection
with the carrying out
of entrepreneurial
activity by the sides,
is permitted in cases
covered by the law
and the agreement.
The regulations of
article 310 of the Civil
Code are developed in point 3 of article 450 of the
Civil Code, according to which, in the event of uni-
lateral refusal to implement an agreement, when this
refusal is permitted by the law or by the agreement
between the sides, the agreement is considered dis-
solved. The possibility of unilateral refusal to imple-
ment a leasing agreement is foreseen, in particular,
in point 6 of article 15 of the law, which states that a
leasing agreement may set down circumstances
which the sides consider indisputable and obvious

Irina Reshetnik

Lawyer, IFC Northwest Russia

Leasing Development Group

Reimbursement of losses when dissolving a leasing agreement

During the consideration by the courts of cases for the dissolution of leasing agreements, the issue of reimburs-

ing losses is usually resolved. Grounds for requesting reimbursement of losses include non-implementation or

improper implementation by a party of his contractual obligations (point 1 of article 393 of the Civil Code). Accord-

ing to general regulations, the party to the leasing agreement whose rights have been violated has the right to

demand from the unscrupulous party the full reimbursement of losses and lost profits. Real losses include not only

include actual expenditure by the party, but also costs that the party should bear to restore its rights; and the loss

of or damage to his property. Regarding the costs that the party should carry, we stress that the necessity of this

spending and its proposed size should be confirmed by well-founded calculations and evidence (point 10 of the

Ruling from the Plenum of the Russian Supreme Court and Supreme Arbitration Court from 01.07.96, No. 6/8).

For example, as proof a lessor could provide a cost sheet for work for the subsequent sale of the property (search

for a buyer, organization of the sale) or a calculation of costs for the lessor to remove flaws from the property,

that arose as a result of the significant damage by the lessee to the property, etc. In cases when at the moment

the suit is filed the actual costs of the lessor have not yet been calculated, calculation of the corresponding costs

is carried out using prices in effect at the place where the obligations should have been carried out on the day

the suit was filed. Based on the circumstances, the court may uphold the demands of the lessor for the reim-

bursement of losses, taking prices into consideration that were in place the day the ruling was made (point 3 of

article 393 of the Civil Code). Real losses to the lessor include total leasing payments not made by the lessee;

spending connected with the return to the lessor of a credit received to finance the leasing operations, or with the

payment of funds to reimburse losses to the bank as a result of the untimely return of the credit; spending con-

nected with the return of the property and other amounts, the components of which in each concrete case should

be clarified depending in the conditions of the leasing agreement and the type of violation carried out by the

lessee. In addition, in cases when after the dissolution of the leasing agreement it is possible to sell the property,

its losses may not be considered as the difference between the total value of the leasing agreement (including the
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breaches of responsibilities and which will lead to the
dissolution of the leasing agreement and the return
of the asset to the lessor. It is also important to note
that grounds for the unilateral dissolution are far from
being limited to cases of failure by the sides to meet
their contractual obligations. Unilateral dissolution
may be based on other reasons covered by legisla-
tion or by the leasing agreement. This is confirmed
in point 27 of the Review of Practices in the Resolu-
tion of Disputes connected with Rental (informa-
tional letter from the Presidium of the Supreme Arbi-
tration Court of the Russian Federation from
11.01.2002, No. 66) in which it is stated directly that
an agreement may include grounds for refusal by
one of the sides to implement an agreement and to
dissolve it outside the courts, both connected with
and not connected with violations by the sides of the
conditions of the agreement. For example, grounds
for unilateral refusal by the lessor to implement the
agreement may include a single non-payment by the
lessee of a leasing payment within the schedule set
down in the agreement; the lessee acting as a defen-
dant in a court case over property disputes; the
lessee having overdue debt on compulsory pay-
ments to the budget and to off-budget funds; the
lessee going through a process of reorganization or
liquidation; seizure of the lessee’s property; halting

of the lessee’s economic activity, etc. These or other
grounds for unilateral refusal should be set down in
the text of the agreement. To sum up, we stress that
in a leasing agreement, grounds for unilateral refusal
by the lessor to implement the agreement may be
set down as circumstances foreseen by the law as
grounds for the early dissolution of an agreement at
the request of the lessor in the courts, and also any
other circumstance, including those establishing
stricter measures than those set down by law (such
as a single non-payment by the lessee).

Early dissolution of a leasing
agreement at the request of the lessee

The law also contains a range of measures aimed
at ensuring the rights of the lessee. In connec-

tion with this, it is appropriate to pay some attention
to grounds for unilateral dissolution of a leasing
agreement at the request of the lessee, which are
dealt with in article 620 of the Civil Code. Thus, arti-
cle 620 foresees four grounds for the early dissolu-
tion of an agreement, in particular:

1. The lessor does not provide the asset for use by
the lessee or creates obstacles for the use of the prop-
erty as per the agreement or the intended purpose of
the asset. This regulation is adjusted to cover leasing

price paid for the property) and the sum of leasing payments received, as this results in the unjustified enriching

of the lessor at the expense of the lessee; the aim of the reimbursement of losses is to restore the situation that

existed before the violation of rights.

Lost profit is defined in point 2 of article 15 of the Civil Code as revenue not received, which the party would have

received in usual circumstances of civil business, if his rights had not been infringed.

It is necessary to note that the process of providing proof during court hearings for the reimbursement of losses is

quite difficult. An analysis of court practice in resolving these issues allows us to indicate that in filing for losses

caused by the violation of obligations, the party demanding the reimbursement should prove that the other party has

not met his contractual obligations, a causal link between the violation and the losses, and also the size of the loss-

es (see, for example, the Ruling from the Presidium of the Supreme Arbitration Court from 16.05.2000 No. 4163/99).

During well-founded demands for the return of lost profit, moreover, the court should be presented with proof of

steps taken by the creditor to receive this and preparations carried out with this aim in mind (point 4 of article 393

of the Civil Code) and also proof of the real possibility of the receipt of this revenue. That is, a demand from the

lessor for the reimbursement of lost revenue, based on the fact that the total unpaid leasing payments could have

been given by the lessor to a third party under a loan agreement, should be accompanied by references to definite

proof (a loan agreement signed by the lessor and a third party, etc.).

In demanding the return of losses caused by the breaking of a leasing agreement, the parties should take into

consideration the correlation between the losses and a forfeit, if it is included in the agreement for concrete

infringements. In similar situations under general regulations in point 1 of article 394 of the Civil Code, losses

are reimbursed in the amount not covered by the forfeit. However, other regulations may be covered by the law

and by the agreement: when it is permitted to demand only the forfeit, and not losses; when the creditor may

choose whether to demand the forfeit or losses; and when losses may be demanded in full in addition to the for-

feit. Demand of losses in full in addition to a forfeit is permitted based on point 6 of article 17 of the law «On

Financial Rental (Leasing)« in the event of the untimely return of the leased asset to the lessor upon the expiry

of the agreement.
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in article 668 of the Civil Code. According to point 2 of
article 668, in cases where the asset, which is the
leased asset under the leasing agreement, is not sup-
plied to the lessee by the deadline set down in the
agreement or, if the agreement does not contain such
a deadline, within a reasonable amount of time, the
lessee has the right to demand the dissolution of the
contract and the reimbursement of losses. However,
the lessee only has this right when the delay is caused
by circumstances that are the responsibility of the
lessor. In our opinion, this applies to cases when the
lessor chooses the vendor of the leased asset. In addi-
tion, this may include violations, permitted by the
lessor, of the conditions of the sale agreement, in par-
ticular, late payment of the cost of the property, not pro-
viding (late provision) of information to the seller, need-
ed to carry out obligations to supply the asset to the
lessee, etc.

2. The following grounds for the dissolution of a
leasing agreement at the request of the lessee involve
cases when the asset supplied to the lessee has flaws
that hinder its use. This regulation refers to flaws that
were not agreed on by the lessor in signing the agree-
ment, were not known beforehand by the lessee and
were discovered by him during an inspection of the
asset or testing of its good condition (so-called hid-
den flaws). In article 620 of the Civil Code, applica-
tion of this regulation is made dependent on which one
of the parties to the leasing agreement chose the sell-
er of the leased asset as, according to the meaning
of point 2 of article 22 of the law, the risk of the sell-
er not meeting his responsibilities under the sale
agreement (including regarding the quality of the
goods) is carried by the party to the agreement that
chose the seller. Consequently, in situations where
the choice of the seller is made by the lessor, the
lessee, in requesting the dissolution of the leasing
agreement, has the right to demand from the lessor
reimbursement of losses incurred. In cases when the
choice of the seller was made by the lessee, when
exercising his right to dissolve a leasing agreement,
the lessee is obliged to reimburse losses incurred by
the lessor. As an alternative to the dissolution of the
leasing agreement, the lessee may use competence
set down in article 670 of the Civil Code and the cor-
responding requirements regarding the quality of the
asset and pursue the seller directly.

3. Non-implementation by the lessor of his oblig-
ations to carry out major repairs within the deadline
set down in the leasing agreement, or in the absence
of this deadline – within a reasonable amount of
time, may serve as independent grounds for the dis-

solution of a leasing agreement. In connection with
these grounds, it is worth mentioning the contents
of a new directive on point 3 of article 17 of the law,
according to which the responsibility for carrying out
current and major repairs is borne by the lessee,
unless otherwise stated in the leasing agreement.
Consequently use of these grounds to dissolve a
leasing contract may be possible only in cases when
the sides consider it possible to diverge from the reg-
ulations set down in point 3 of article 17.

4. The lessee has the right to demand the disso-
lution of a leasing agreement if the asset, for reasons
for which the lessee is not responsible, is in a con-
dition not suitable for use. When applied to leasing
agreements, it is necessary to clarify which circum-
stances the lessee is not responsible for. In accor-
dance with article 699 of the Civil Code, the risk of
accidental destruction or damage to the asset is
transferred to the lessee at the moment the asset is
supplied to him. Point 1 of article 22 of the law adds
to this the responsibility of the lessee for damage
caused by the actions of third parties. Consequent-
ly, the law significantly expands the range of risks
borne by the lessee and, correspondingly, signifi-
cantly reduces the number of cases where grounds
being considered for the dissolution of a leasing
agreement from article 620 of the Civil Code may be
applied. However, we have to take into consideration
that the parties to a leasing agreement retain the
possibility of changing these regulations while draw-
ing up conditions for the agreement being reached
between them. In addition to those foreseen in the
leasing agreement, other grounds may be estab-
lished for the dissolution of an agreement at the
request of the lessee in accordance with point 2 of
article 450 of the Civil Code.

We need to keep in mind that the sides have the
right to agree any grounds for the early dissolution
of a leasing agreement in the courts at the request
of one of the sides, both in connection with and not
connected with non-implementation (improper
implementation) of contractual obligations by the
other side. This conclusion is based on the regula-
tions of articles 619, 620 and point 2 of article 450
of the Civil Code and receives additional support in
point 25 of the informational letter from the Presid-
ium of the Supreme Arbitration Court of the Russian
Federation No. 66. In concretizing the procedural
aspects of dissolving a leasing agreement, we stress
that a request to dissolve an agreement may be
made by a party in the courts only after he has
received a refusal from the other side to a proposal
to dissolve the agreement or has not received a
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response by the deadline set down in the proposal,
or established by the law or the leasing agreement,
when this response has not been forthcoming for
thirteen days (point 2 of article 452 of the Civil Code).
This point needs clarification, as the norms of point
2 of article 452 of the Civil Code set down the oblig-
ations for pre-court regulation of disputes, non-ful-
fillment of which is considered to be grounds for the
suit not to be heard (article 87 of the Arbitration-Pro-
cedural Code of the Russian Federation).

Unilateral refusal by lessee to
implement leasing agreement

Aleasing agreement may also establish grounds
for the unilateral refusal by a lessee from imple-

menting the agreement. These grounds may include,
in particular, transfer of the ownership rights to the
leased asset to another entity; non-implementation
by the lessor of his responsibilities to warn the lessee
of the rights of third parties to the asset (for exam-
ple, of the right of collateral); cases, when the asset
– due to circumstances for which the lessee is not
responsible, is in a condition unsuitable for use, or
any other circumstances that are set down in the
agreement as grounds for unilateral withdrawal by
the lessee from the agreement. Given the possibili-
ty of unilateral withdrawal by the lessee from the
agreement in cases when some of the leasing pay-
ments have already been made and the leasing
agreement includes the right of the lessee to buy up
the property, we draw attention to the legal conse-
quences of this action. As leasing payments are pay-
ments for the temporary ownership and use of the
property, the lessee making these payments does
not give him right of ownership to the asset. Conse-
quently, if the lessee unilaterally withdraws from the
implementation of a leasing agreement, even in con-
ditions when a significant or large part of the leas-
ing payments have already been made by him, the
lessor is not obliged to return the leasing payments
received or to transfer the right of ownership to the
asset to the lessee.

In speaking of the right to unilaterally withdraw
from the implementation of a leasing agreement,
which the sides may set down in the agreement, we
should note that the law also contains instances of
allowing this right. Both parties to a leasing agree-
ment have the right to unilaterally withdraw from the
agreement on condition that they adhere to the
deadlines set down in law for warning the other par-
ties of these plans (point 2 of article 610 of the Civil
Code). However, given the important significance of
deadlines in a leasing agreement, the application of

point 2 of article 610 of the Civil Code should be the
exception rather than the rule.

Dissolution of leasing agreement due to
significant changes in circumstances

Aspecial place among other grounds for the dis-
solution of agreements is held by significant

changes in the circumstances, in which the sides
found themselves when entering into the agreement.
Based on the direct instructions of article 451 of the
Civil Code, the changes in circumstances should be
significant. In paragraph 2, point 1 of article 451 of
the Civil Code it is stressed that changes in circum-
stances are deemed to be significant when they have
changed to such an extent that if the sides could
have foreseen this, the agreement would not have
been entered into by them or would have been
entered into under significantly different conditions.

If significant changes in circumstances give rise to
difficulties during the implementation of an agree-
ment, the sides should hold negotiations on the fate
of the agreement – either to change it in accordance
with the changes in circumstances of to dissolve it.
Only in the event of this agreement not being
reached is the question of dissolving the agreement
(in cases of exceptional change) decided by the
court. The law states four compulsory conditions
that need to be present for article 451 of the Civil
Code to be applied by the court.

1) At the moment the agreement was entered into
the sides considered that this change in circum-
stances would not occur; 2) the change in circum-
stance was caused by reasons that the interested
party could not overcome after they had arisen with a
level of thoughtfulness and circumspection required
of it by the nature of the agreement and the condi-
tions of turnover; 3) implementation of the agreement
without changing its conditions would to such an
extent violate the correlation of property interests cor-
responding to the agreement and would cause such
losses to the interested party that it would be deprived
to a significant extent of that which it had the right to
expect in entering into the agreement; 4) from the cus-
toms of business turnover or the essence of the
agreement it does not follow that the risk of change
in circumstances is carried by the interested party.

In current conditions article 451 of the Civil Code
becomes particularly topical in connection with the
inclusion in a leasing agreement of a currency pro-
vision and possible sharp changes in the rate of the
corresponding currency. Unfortunately, today the
practice of applying this article, and also a clear
interpretation of the understanding of «significant
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changes in circumstances» has not been formed.
This is confirmed by the absence of concrete
instructions in acts from the higher courts and sep-
arate acts from the district federal arbitration courts.
Of particular interest is the Ruling from the North-
western District Federal Arbitration Court from
23.12.99 (case No. A 26-2391/99-01-06/130), in
which the court did not give legal significance to a
change during the term of a rental agreement in the

exchange rate of the U.S. dollar and based on this
did not free the lessee from his obligations to make
rental payments. In these situations it should be
recommended to participants in leasing agreements
to set down in as much detail as possible in the
agreement a mechanism for reviewing its contents
in the event of circumstances arising, that were
agreed by the sides, which complicate the imple-
mentation of the agreement.

I
n the upcoming fiscal year leasing companies will
be faced with the problem of updating their account-
ing policies, while newly formed leasing companies

will be faced with the problem of creating a policy from
scratch. This process will differ starting this year in
that, along with an accounting policy for bookkeeping
purposes, leasing companies (like all other organiza-
tions) will also be responsible for approving an
accounting policy for tax purposes. While previously
the section on taxation contained only a provision on
the procedure for reflecting earnings for tax purpos-
es, now it must be significantly more voluminous in
content.

It is not our goal in this article to examine all the pos-
sible scenarios of all possible variants in accounting
policy. Rather we focus only on the most important
aspects as regards leasing activity.

Accounting Policy for Bookkeeping
Purposes

Organizations governed by Russian Federation laws
on bookkeeping and normative acts of the author-

ities regulating bookkeeping set their own accounting
policy independently based on their structure, branch-
es, and other operational specifics.1 The accounting
policy consists of the array of methods for keeping the
books.

Therefore, a leasing company’s accounting policy
must reflect the following methods for keeping the
books.
• Methods for classifying and appraising elements of

economic activity;
• Methods for amortizing the value of assets;
• Methods for organizing the flow of documents;
• Procedure for conducting inventory;
• Methods for employing bookkeeping accounts;

• Registry systems for bookkeeping and information
handling;

• Other corresponding methods and approaches.2

Inasmuch as, when setting accounting policy, an
organization makes a choice along a certain course
with respect to maintaining and organizing the books
among one of the several methods permissible under
law and accounting regulations and, in the absence of
a legally established method of keeping the books,
develops its own respective method, the accounting
policy sets forth accounting decisions which are viewed
under law as having multiple choices or are not regu-
lated.3 Meanwhile, the latter must be well-founded.

In this respect, leasing companies should concern
themselves primarily with choosing the method of
charging amortization. At present, the leasing compa-
ny may choose from four possible methods4:
• the straight-line method;
• the declining balance method;
• the method of writing off the value according to the

number of years in the usable service life;
• the method of writing off the value proportionally to

the volume of production (work).

ACCOUNTING FOR LEASING COMPANIES
Svetlana Kravchuk, Accounting Specialist

IFC Urals Leasing Development Group

1 Article 5.3 of the RF Law on Bookkeeping, #129-FZ dated

Nov. 21, 1996.
2 Section 2 of the Accounting Regulation «Accounting Policy

for Organizations» (PBU 1/98), approved by RF Finance

Ministry Order #60n of Dec. 9, 1998.
3 Section 8 of the Accounting Regulation «Accounting Policy

for Organizations» (PBU 1/98), approved by RF Finance

Ministry Order #60n of Dec. 9, 1998.
4 Section 18 of the Accounting Regulation «Recording Prima-

ry Assets» (PBU 6/01), approved by RF Finance Ministry

Order #26n of Mar. 30, 2001.
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At the same time, each of the aforesaid methods for
charging amortization is «pegged» to the usable ser-
vice life of the given primary asset. This term is deter-
mined by the organization when the asset is record-
ed on the books, not only based on the expected ser-
vice life of this asset in accordance with expected
productivity or output and expected physical wear
and tear depending on the mode of use (number of
shifts), natural conditions and the influence of an
aggressive environment, and the maintenance
regime, but also (which may be of greater interest to
the leasing company) based on normative-legal and
other restrictions placed on the use of this asset (e.g.,
lease term).5 Jumping ahead somewhat, it should also
be noted here that, when determining usable service
life, the leasing company may utilize the Classifica-
tion of Primary Assets within the Amortization
Groups as approved by RF Governmental Decree
#1 of January 1, 2002.6

We should examine the necessity of dividing up all
primary assets into groups if the leasing company
plans to apply various methods of charging amorti-
zation. This must be done because one method of
charging amortization to a group of primary assets is
applied throughout the usable service life of the assets
included within this group.7

The final aspect with respect to the procedure for
charging amortization and which is important to pro-
vide for in the accounting policy is the possibility of
applying accelerated amortization to primary assets
that are leased, as provided by the Law on Finance
Lease (Leasing), as well as the procedure for the doc-
umentation thereof.8 The acceleration factor must not
be higher than 3.

Although we are so far only looking at accounting
policy for bookkeeping purposes, specifying all of the
aforementioned aspects is also important inasmuch
as, to date, corporate property tax is computed based
on accounting data.9

Lawmakers have provided for the formation of var-
ious reserve funds. While some of these are manda-
tory (e.g., reserve capital, reserve for depreciation of
securities investments, reserve for reduction in value
of material valuables), the leasing company may also,
at its own discretion, provide in the accounting policy
for the formation of other, optional reserve funds. Such
reserve funds include:
• bad debt reserve fund (a bad debt is defined as

accounts receivable not paid within the contractu-
al deadline and not secured by the appropriate
guaranties);

• reserve fund for repair of primary assets;
• other reserve funds as contemplated by RF law and

normative acts of the RF Finance Ministry.10

Leasing compa-
nies should also
take into considera-
tion the Accounting
Regulation «Record-
ing Loans and Cred-
its and Expenses for
Their Servicing» (PBU
15/01, approved by
Finance Ministry
Order #60n of Aug. 2,
2001), which entered
into force as of Janu-
ary 1, 2002. The con-
cluding provisions of
this regulation pro-
vide for the mini-
mum information
that must be disclosed in the accounting policy.
This information includes the following:
• conversion of long-term debts into short-term

debts;
• make-up and write-off procedure for addi-

tional loan expenditures;
• the choice of methods of charging and allo-

cation of income payable on loan obligations;
• procedure for recording income from the tem-

porary investment of borrowed funds.11

Thus, we have examined the key elements that
leasing companies must provide for in their
accounting policies. Everything else is beyond
the scope of our consideration.

Svetlana Kravchuk,

Accounting Specialist,

IFC Urals Leasing Development

Group

5 Section 20 of the Accounting Regulation «Recording Prima-

ry Assets» (PBU 6/01), approved by RF Finance Ministry

Order #26n of Mar. 30, 2001.

6 Section 1 of the RF Governmental Decree «On the Classifi-

cation of Primary Assets within the Amortization Groups.»

7 Section 18 of the Accounting Regulation «Recording Prima-

ry Assets» (PBU 6/01), approved by RF Finance Ministry

Order #26n of Mar. 30, 2001.

8 Article 31.1 of the RF Federal Law «On Finance Lease

(Leasing),» #164-FZ of Oct. 29, 1998 (as amended Jan. 29,

2002).

9 Section 4 of the Instruction «On the Procedure for Compu-

tation and Payment to the Budget of Property Tax,» #33 of

June 8, 1995.

10 Sections 45,69,70,72 of the Regulation on Maintaining Books

and Accounting Records in the Russian Federation, approved

by RF Finance Ministry Order #34n of July 29, 1998.

11 Section 32 of Accounting Regulation 15/01.



Accounting Policy for Tax Purposes

F irst of all, the leasing company must determine
the date on which a payment obligation aris-

es with respect to VAT and the Tax on Highway
Users, as well as the method for calculating
income and expenditures for the purpose of com-
puting the profit tax.

So, the leasing company is entitled to fix in the
accounting policy the date on which a payment oblig-
ation arises with respect to VAT and the Tax on High-
way Users only based on presentation of billing doc-
uments to the customer, or based on the arrival of
monetary funds.12 It should be noted meanwhile that,
if the leasing company has not specified which of the
aforesaid methods it will use to determine the date
on which the VAT payment obligation arises, the
«upon shipment» method is applied.13

As for the method for calculating income and
expenditures for the purpose of computing the prof-
it tax, here one of the following methods may be
applied: either the accrual method or the cash
method. However, the will alone of the leasing com-
pany is not enough in this case, inasmuch as a
choice is only granted to those leasing companies
whose average proceeds in the preceding four quar-
ters from the sale of goods (works, services), not
including VAT and sales tax, did not exceed 1 million
rubles per quarter.14

Furthermore, it should be noted that, starting from
this year, a leasing company may not limit itself to
just a definition in the accounting policy of the time
at which tax obligations arise, since lawmakers have
made all organizations liable for maintaining tax
records for the purpose of computing profit tax, the
main provisions must be set forth in the organiza-
tion’s accounting policy.15

The leasing company must independently devel-
op and establish via accounting policy supple-
ments registry forms for tax records and the man-
ner in which analytical data and data from prima-
ry documents are reflected therein.16 The leasing
company may adopt a registry system for tax
records, as recommended by the Tax Ministry and
published in the economic newspaper Economy
and Life (#52, 2001).

That is all for the general provisions. Now we shall
focus on those that are most important for leasing
companies, leaving beyond the scope of our consid-
eration those provisions that are common to all orga-
nizations regardless of the type of activity they conduct.

The approach should be the same when setting the
accounting policy for tax purposes as when setting
the policy for bookkeeping purposes. That is, deci-

sions must be recorded on those aspects for which
right of choice is granted or which are not regulated
or incompletely regulated.

Here again the key aspect is the leasing compa-
ny’s adoption of an amortization policy. The follow-
ing decisions should be reflected:
• procedure for determining the usable service life

for the leased property, which the taxpayer deter-
mines independently in accordance with the clas-
sification of primary assets, approved by RF Gov-
ernmental Decree #1 of January 1, 2002 and
which specifies the range of terms;

• procedure for choosing the method of charging
amortization (linear, nonlinear) and documenta-
tion thereof;

• procedure for applying a special coefficient (not
higher than 3) in respect of the leased property;

• procedure for charging amortization on property
leased prior to January 1, 2002:
- either using the methods and norms in effect at

the time of the lease;
- or using the methods and rules contemplated

by the new tax legislation (pursuant to the pro-
visions of Chapter 25 of the RF Tax Code).

If the leasing company calculated income and
expenses according to the charge method, then it may
form a bad debt reserve fund according to the proce-
dure envisaged by Article 266 of the RF Tax Code.

Finally, we should note the following with respect
to the adoption of a decision regarding the proce-
dure for remittance of monthly advance payments of
the profit tax:
• either in the amount of 1/3 of the actual quarter-

ly advance payment for the preceding quarter;
• or, monthly based on actual earned profit. Here we

should recall that when such a decision is taken it
is necessary to notify the tax authorities by
December 31 of the year preceding that in which
the conversion to this advance payment system
will take place.17

Furthermore, for some organizations lawmakers
have provided for the possibility of paying only quar-
terly advance payments according to the results of
the accounting period. Sales proceeds of such orga-

18 March-June 2002THEORY AND PRACTICE

12 Article 167.1 of the RF Tax Code; section 27 of the RF Tax

Ministry Instruction «On the Procedure for Computation and

Payment of Taxes to the Highway Funds,« #59 of Apr. 4, 2000.
13 Article 167.12 of the RF Tax Code.
14 Article 271 and 273.1 of the RF Tax Code.
15 Article 313 of the RF Tax Code.
16 Article 314 of the RF Tax Code.
17 Article 286.2 of the RF Tax Code.
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nizations for the preceding four quarters must not
exceed an average of 3 million rubles per quarter.18

In conclusion we should recall that the leasing
company’s accounting policy may be submitted
either as a single document divided into two sections
on tax accounting and bookkeeping, or as two sep-

arate documents. But in any event they must be
approved by executive orders of the director of the
leasing company (order, decree, etc.).

18 Article 286.3 of the RF Tax Code.

I
n the course of their day-to-day operations, leas-
ing companies will frequently encounter ques-
tions with respect to preparing a business plan.

A business plan is needed whenever any changes
in the company are planned for which financial
investment will be required (obtaining credit, own
investment). On the one hand, rare is the investor
who will hand over money just like that, without infor-
mation as to how it will be used and terms and guar-
antees for its repayment. On the other hand, before
accepting money it is necessary to assess how
«cheap» the money is, how we will be able to return
it and how fast (even if we are investing our own
resources). 

The business plan is called upon to answer these
and other questions.

The business plan is a document containing all

necessary information about an investment project.
The formulation of such a document is a complex
process that demands an objective appraisal of all
necessary information required for its preparation.

A business plan may be used as an internal doc-
ument for planning activity or as a commercial offer
for an outside party such as an investor or creditor.
In the latter case, the business plan will serve as ver-
ification that there is the real possibility of attaining
the goals presented therein and that the company is
sufficiently competent to attain them and capable of
answering for its obligations, including payment of
lease installments on time and in full. 

Representing the project graphically, we end up
with the following picture:

The diagram is formulated on the basis of the
project’s net monetary flows. However, a business

CREATING A BUSINESS PLAN: BRIEF COMMENTARY
Igor Ustimov, Research and Consulting Firm ALT
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In the «Expert Opinion» section we publish materials sent to the editorial board by partici-
pants in the leasing sector. The purpose of this section is to show the diversity of existing
opinions. The opinions of the authors published in this section do not necessarily represent
the opinions of the IFC Leasing Development Group. 
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plan is not simply the movement of monetary
resources, so it must reflect all components of the
investment project. Presented below is a brief
description of the main sections of a business plan.
The structure and contents of the document will
depend on the specifics of the investment project
(e.g., its scale). Therefore, when formulating the
business plan it is necessary to adhere to the prin-
ciple of «reasonable adequacy.» The further
description herein of the sections of a business
plan is intended for functioning businesses orient-
ed toward attracting outside investors.

1. Executive Summary

This section must demonstrate to potential
investors the project’s appeal. The main goal is to
«hook» the investor.

The executive summary is a «concentrated»
description of the investment project: the idea
behind it, the steps to be taken for its realization,
necessary expenses, final indicators. The subject
matter of the executive summary should concisely
reflect the idea behind the project, the resources
required, possible risks, and the results of the pro-
ject’s realization, all in the form of figures.

This section reflects:
- the main idea of the project
- projected results of its realization
- figures showing the efficiency of investment, which

will characterize the relationship between rev-
enues and expenditures connected with the pro-
ject: recoupment term (simple, discounted), inter-
nal rate of return (IRR), net present value (NPV),
and net present value of returns (NPVR). The
financial well-being of the project is characterized
by the model for the project’s estimated accounts
and the schedule for receipt and repayment of
the loan.

Investors will begin to peruse the project with the
executive summary, and often this is where consid-
eration of the project comes to an end. For this rea-
son, special care must be taken when writing the
executive summary — it should be precise, coher-
ent, and informative.

The preparation of PowerPoint presentations is a
common practice when working with foreign con-
sultants (without a doubt, such a presentation should
be accompanied by numerous additional appen-
dices, diagrams, etc.). Business plans prepared in
this manner look more presentable. In actual prac-
tice, Russian banks more and more are demanding
that applicants submit business plans prepared in the
form of a presentation.

2. Company Description

This section should contain a concise and well-struc-
tured description of the company (if the project is to
be implemented by an existing company).

The first part of this section should be used to out-
line the history of the company’s formation, its sphere
of activity, and the dynamics of its development.

The second part must contain an analysis of the
company’s activity during the preceding period,
reflecting financial and economic indicators of the
company’s operation for the last fiscal year. Essentially,
this part is a brief analytical outline that analyzes the
company’s financial state. The various indicators may
be calculated independently, or computer models may
be employed, such as «Alt-Finances.»

If the company has outstanding loans, the terms and
repayment schedule must be indicated.

It is preferable to present the information about the
company’s financial state not for the year as a whole,
but rather broken down into quarters or months. This
allows for a more precise presentation of the dynam-
ic of change in the company’s financial state over the
course of the year. Charts and diagrams can help to
make the presented information more clear. If possi-
ble, the company’s indicators should be compared to
industry-wide averages (if the corresponding data-
bases are accessible). Freely available information
(e.g., annual reports) may also be used to estimate the
financial indicators of competing companies.

3. Industry Analysis

This section should present the results of an analysis
of the nature of the relevant industry sector (develop-
ing, stable, stagnant). The state of affairs in the indus-
try should be presented: as an overall rating of the vol-
umes and dynamics of production and consumption
(as a whole across the country, as well as by region for
those in which the project calls for its product to be
sold), import dynamics.

A forecast for development of the industry may be
given. Such documents are frequently «born» of the
depths of government ministries and commercial asso-
ciations. Forecasts for development of the market, which
is not one and the same thing, are prepared by con-
sulting companies when working on complex projects.

This information may be obtained from various
sources: trade publications, the internet, State Cus-
toms Committee (import/export), State Statistics
Committee, and so on. Existing reports may be pur-
chased, or else a consulting firm may be called upon
to perform the research. However, it should be kept in
mind that an improperly formulated request may lead
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to a response that fails to contain the necessary infor-
mation for taking a decision.

4. Product

This section outlines the characteristics of the prod-
uct (services) under the project, and also describes
analogous products and presents a comparative analy-
sis of the product under the project with analogous
products and substitutes. The product’s advantages
over its competitors should be accentuated: better
technical characteristics, better design, reliability, ease
of use, and so on. This may include determination and
analysis of the key factors involved in making a pur-
chase decision, for which surveys of consumers,
experts, and targeted focus groups may be used.

It is useful to provide photographs of sample prod-
ucts, comments from potential customers, results of
a consumer survey.

5. Production Plan

The main purpose of this section of the business plan
is to specify and justify the choice of production
processes and equipment. Here we provide a brief
description of the production process and the manu-
facturing method so as to be understandable to a non-
specialist, along with a list of necessary equipment, its
cost, supply and payment terms, and a list of opera-
tions. If lease of equipment is planned, the terms of
the lease must be specified.

This section should also describe any raw material
and goods needs for manufacture of the product (pro-
vision of services). 

Often specialized design companies are called upon
to assist with this section — after all, the choice of
method and organization of production will go along
way toward determining the effectiveness of a project.

By way of example, we may present a project for the
economic appraisal of the modernization of a wood-
working shop for a company in Western Siberia. The
consultants were provided with the modernization plan
and a list of necessary operations and equipment. Pur-
suant to the contract, the consultants’ job consisted
only of formulating a financial plan for the project; all
of the remaining information was provided by the client.
Nevertheless, additional work was performed to review
the technical plan for production. In the course of inter-
views with experts it became clear that one of the key
elements in such production is the system of aspira-
tion (disposal of the waste from the woodworking
process, sawdust). It turns out that even the most well-
designed equipment cannot be used at its full capac-
ity because the system for removal of sawdust «can-

not keep up.» The project did not call for expenditures
to modernize the system of aspiration. A conversation
with the client made it clear that the aspiration system
had been initially designed with a margin of error built
in. Thus, it was not necessary to increase the capital
expenditures for the project (this example is rather an
exception: often the capital expenditures for a project
are underestimated). 

6. Target Market and Marketing Plan

The main purpose of this section is to demonstrate
that selling the product (providing services) will not give
rise to serious problems.

This section should include a forecast of demand for
the product, the range of its distribution, structure  and
forecast of the evolutionary dynamics of various mar-
ket segments. Demand-generating factors should be
specified, and a forecast of their dynamics formulated.
The target market for the product should be described.

One of ALT’s consulting projects called for formulat-
ing the economic portion of a business plan for con-
struction of a bread-making plant. The client provided
information about the planned production and sales vol-
umes for the product and tasked us with verifying the
potential sales volumes. An aggregate assessment of
the potential sales volumes for the company’s product
was made as follows: information was obtained on
bread consumption per capita in Russia, then popula-
tion figures were obtained for the region where the
product was to be sold. As a result, we obtained some
figures (rather rough estimates, of course) on which we
could orient ourselves:

- potential maximum demand in the region;
- the company’s estimated regional market share

upon implementation of the project. The company’s
share was calculated taking into account competitors’
sales volumes.

The nature of demand should be specified: if it is
seasonal, state the reasons why.

At one company that produces cash registers, the
marketing department noted that demand for the prod-
uct (cash registers) was clearly seasonal in nature. It
turned out that the seasonality was the result of — who
would have thought? — audits by the tax authorities,
which are conducted rather regularly.

This section should reflect the situation with respect
to patent protection for the product. This is especially
important if a new brand is being introduced onto the
market. Use of a name for the product that is not legal-
ly protected can lead to painful consequences: some-
one may have previously produced a product with the
same or a similar name. The project’s advertising bud-
get could end up going down the drain.
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The planned promotional methods and market-
ing channels for the product should be described.
For example, is the company creating its own deal-
er network, or are existing dealer networks to be
used for sales?

Statements of intent and pre-executed contacts
for the supply of goods would be a big plus in the
business plan.

7. Pricing

This section should describe pricing — the
method for setting prices on the product consid-
ered in the project.

To be determined here are the production price, its
main components, the retail price for the product and
any discounts. The competitiveness of the price based
on its price is analyzed. A sales forecast for the prod-
uct is given.

Two pricing methods are used in practice: the
expenditure method and the market method. In the
first case, the price is determined based on the pro-
duction price, the cost of analogous products, and the
chosen rate of profitability. The second case takes into
account the price for analogous products and com-
petitors’ market position, and potential moves by
competitors are analyzed: what is the likelihood of
dumping, promotional plans for the product, etc.

The following example may be of interest. A com-
pany developing high-tech products set a price for its
product that was significantly lower than for analogous
foreign-made products, even though several of its
technical specifications were significantly better. The
developers based their decision on the fact that a
company’s reputation and the possibility of providing
additional services with the choice of such product
plays a greater role than price. Therefore, price was
identified as one of the competitive advantages of the
domestic project.

When bringing out a new product onto the market,
it is useful to recall the marketing strategies contem-
plated by I. Ansoff:

However, it would be unwise to blindly follow what

is written in the textbooks. The basic approaches
should always be «corrected» in light of the specifics
of the company, project, and product.

8. Competition

The purpose of this section is to assess the com-
petitiveness of the company and the product.

This section presents a description and analysis
of potential competitors: number of personnel,
structure of expenditures for production, planned
capital investment, sales volumes, organizational
systems for marketing and production, organiza-
tional structure, and so forth. The extent of the
analysis will depend on the availability of informa-
tion. Competitors’ weak points and strong points
should be analyzed.

The basic factors determining the company’s com-
petitiveness are identified: internal and external fac-
tors governing competitiveness.

Assessment of the strong and weak sides of the
company’s product and services, suggestions for
boosting competitiveness, suggestions for improv-
ing the production strategy and the marketing and
promotional systems and for boosting the qualifica-
tions of marketing personnel — all this should be
described to the potential investor in this section.

9. Suppliers

Present a brief description of suppliers of raw
materials and goods. Alternative sources for supply
of raw materials and goods should be identified. Give
a breakdown by groups of raw materials and goods
and by supplier (supply and payment terms).

When formulating the plan for realization of the
project, it is preferable to provide for an «escape
hatch» — alternatives for supply of necessary
resources. Such an approach is one way of mini-
mizing the risks of a project. Relying on just a single
supplier significantly increases the risk of realization
of a project.»

Intensive Selective Broad Passive
Marketing Entry Entry Marketing
Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy

Consumer awareness Little (or none) Low Low

Market capacity Large Small Large Medium

Product price Average High Low Low

Competition High Negligible High Average

Promotional expenses High Low High Low
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10. Operations Plan

This section should describe the system for man-
aging the project and the company’s organizational
structure.

Specify the number of employees and planned pay-
roll expenditures. Describe the form of ownership (lim-
ited liability company, open joint stock company, etc.).

A schematic diagram of the organizational struc-
ture of the company and the project is obligatory.

11. Working Schedule for Realization of
the Project

This section should describe the provisional sched-
ule for the project’s realization and conducting
planned events. Provide a schedule for making cap-
ital investments and performance of work, as well as
the production schedule: start of production, when
will the projected capacity be reached, production
volumes during times of seasonal fluctuations.

12. Financial Plan

This section is intended for determining the effec-
tiveness and financial well-being of the project. This
is a key section of the business plan.

The preparation of this section is one of the most
important aspects. It is on the basis of the data con-
tained in the financial plan that the project’s com-
mercial appeal will be analyzed.

Here should be reflected information about the pro-
ject’s projected revenues (sales volumes), ongoing
expenses, investment expenditures (capital invest-
ments, growth in working capital), schedules and
terms for obtaining and repaying borrowed financing.

It is essential to provide projected financial account-
ing forms: Statement of Profits, Report on Movement
of Monetary Funds, Balance Sheet.

Provide an overall description of the project’s effec-
tiveness and a brief interpretation of basic indicators.

First group: indicators of the effectiveness of the
investment. Typically broken down into the following
indicators:

Recoupment term for the investment (simple and
discounted). Calculated on the basis of net monetary
revenues (simple and discounted). Net monetary rev-
enues is the sum of the inflow and outflow of mone-
tary resources. Discounting is the normalization of
flows from various planning intervals to the initial
instant in time (the first planning interval). The essence
of discounting is that we assume various values for a
single unit of currency at different points in time.

For example, say that a ruble today will buy 0.1

packs of cigarettes, but in one year’s time perhaps,
only 0.05 packs. And so on. We know for certain
that, investing that ruble today in some low-risk secu-
rities or simply depositing it in a bank, we would earn
interest on the money after some interval.

Thus, discounting is essentially a reflection of the
economic benefit lost from the use of our financial
resources.

The use of discounting presumes the estimation of
a discount coefficient (for each planning interval), by
which the net monetary flow for each planning inter-
val is multiplied. The coefficient is calculated based
on the rate of comparison.

Internal rate of return (IRR). This indicator shows
at what rate of comparison the net present value of
the project becomes equal to zero. This is calculat-
ed by taking the rate of comparison for which the
value of the discounted net monetary flow over a
certain period of time, usually the lifetime of the pro-
ject (or we can use the term project examination
term, which doesn’t sound quite so gloomy),
becomes equal to zero.

Net present value of the project (NPV). Shows the
cumulative discounted income (or loss) of the pro-
ject. Estimated as the sum of the discounted new
monetary flow and the residual value of the project.
It is recommended to calculate NPV without includ-
ing the project’s residual value, which is then shown
separately.

Residual value may be calculated as follows. The
residual value of fixed and intangible assets is cal-
culated. This may be corrected by a coefficient of
«shrinkage,» which must be determined by an expert
(obviously, an asset will probably not be salable for
its residual value). Determining the coefficient of
«shrinkage» for the value of an asset in a project is
rather complicated, particularly if the asset is spe-
cialized equipment of some kind or if the project life-
time is long.

There is another component to residual value.
This is the value of working assets — finished
goods, raw materials and goods, accounts receiv-
able, advance payments to suppliers less short-
term obligations (accounts payable, advance pay-
ments from customers, arrears on payroll and pay-
ments to the budget). Thus we obtain the residual
value of the project.

Second group: indicators of the project’s financial
well-being.

This is the maximum interest rate on the loan and
the balance of available monetary funds in the fore-
cast for the project.

The risks of executing the project are analyzed.
This may involve analysis of the degree of change in



the basic initial project parameters at which the
project reaches its breakeven point.

When assessing a project for an existing com-
pany, it is necessary to formulate a projected
financial plan for the company without realization
of the project, a financial plan for the project itself,
and a financial plan for the company with realiza-
tion of the investment project.

The following should be kept in mind when cal-
culating the indicators of the effectiveness of
investment:

Calculation and interpretation of the indicators
of the effectiveness of full investment is done prior
to selecting a financing schedule for the project.
These indicators characterize the project’s «inter-
nal» effectiveness.

Calculation and interpretation of the indicators
of the effectiveness of own funds is done taking
into account the sources of financing (own funds
or loan capital).

Standard software products may be used to draw
up the financial plan for the project. The Alt-Invest
and Alt-Invest-Prime computer models allow for
preparation of financial plans for projects of vari-
ous orientations (new production, modernization
projects) and in various industrial sectors.

13. Several Specifics of Projects with
Equipment Leasing

Investment projects proposing the acquisition of
equipment on a leased basis differ in some aspects
of assessing their effectiveness: for such projects
it is rather difficult to correctly calculate the clas-
sic indicators of effectiveness.

Typically, recoupment term is calculated taking
into account investment expenditures made, which
are made up of capital expenditures and growth of
working capital. Expenditures for the lease of
equipment — the lease installments — constitute
current expenses. Therefore, the value of capital
expenditures is negligible or equal to zero at the ini-
tial stages of the project’s realization. In this case,
the recoupment term would be short.

Typically, net monetary flow for calculating the
effectiveness indicators of the project are defined

as the sum of monetary flows for the project, with-
out taking into account the sources of financing
— own funds or loan capital. Therefore, to assess
the effectiveness of investment projects where
financing is through a leasing mechanism, we can
employ a «provisional» indicator: «aggregate dis-
counted monetary flow.» This indicator is calcu-
lated taking into account the lease installments as
an outflow of monetary resources.

This gives us a basis to compare the alternatives
for realization of the project. For example, whether
it would be more advantageous to purchase
equipment with our own funds or loan capital or
to lease the equipment.

We should note the following advantages of leasing:
- leasing does not call for the rapid repayment of

the entire debt amount. As a rule, the term of
the leasing contract coincides with the full
amortization term for the equipment (with
account for the coefficient of accelerated amor-
tization);

- lease installments may be coordinated with the
leasing company so as to provide more advan-
tageous terms for repaying the cost of the
equipment and payment of interest to the leas-
ing company;

- it is usually simpler to execute a leasing con-
tract than a loan agreement.

For calculating the possible schedules for lease
installments and assessing project results, it is pos-
sible to work with the Alt-Invest specialized com-
puter models for assessing investment projects,
which include a separate section for «Leasing.»

For more detailed calculation of lease installment
schedules and modeling of various terms and con-
ditions, the Alt-Leasing model may be used.

ALT — www.altrc.ru.
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ALT develops originals methods of economic analy-

sis, on the basis of which computer models are

designed for analysts. Our models make it possible to

increase the effectiveness of the corporate decision-

making process.

ALT has been researching successful management

techniques in Russia since 1996. Digesting the expe-

rience of successful companies acts as an impetus for

the appearance of new ideas for the development of

the business of our clients.

ALT offers management consultation. The company's

specialty is consulting in the sphere of strategy. ALT

assists company directors with complex decisions

affecting the long-term evolution of their businesses.
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– When was the company formed, who are the
founders?

– OAO Yugorsk Leasing Company was registered in
February 1997. One of the main purposes of the cre-
ation of the company was the technical refitting of the

founding organizations, which included the Okrug Fund
for the Support of Enterprise and Development of Com-
petition in Khanty-Mansiisk Autonomous Okrug
(KMAO), the Federal Fund for the Support of Small Busi-
ness, the municipalities of Surgut and Khanty-Mansiisk,
the warranty fund of the city of Langepas, the Okrug
Employment Fund, and two banks — Surgut-
neftegazbank and Yuganskneftebank. The first trans-
actions involved the lease of computer equipment and
equipment for individual entrepreneurs. There followed
lease contracts for specialized banking equipment and
vehicles. Simultaneously, problems were resolved involv-
ing the technical modernization of businesses that were
clients of the founders. With time, thanks to an active
marketing campaign to stimulate demand for leasing
services, Yugorsk Leasing

– When was the company formed, who are the
founders?

– OAO Yugorsk Leasing Company was registered in
February 1997. One of the main purposes of the cre-
ation of the company was the technical refitting of the
founding organizations, which included the Okrug Fund
for the Support of Enterprise and Development of Com-
petition in Khanty-Mansiisk Autonomous Okrug
(KMAO), the Federal Fund for the Support of Small Busi-
ness, the municipalities of Surgut and Khanty-Mansiisk,
the warranty fund of the city of Langepas, the Okrug
Employment Fund, and two banks — Surgut-

neftegazbank and Yuganskneftebank. The first trans-
actions involved the lease of computer equipment and
equipment for individual entrepreneurs. There followed
lease contracts for specialized banking equipment and
vehicles. Simultaneously, problems were resolved involv-
ing the technical modernization of businesses that were
clients of the founders. With time, thanks to an active
marketing campaign to stimulate demand for leasing
services, Yugorsk Leasing Company increased its port-
folio of leasing transactions through outside organiza-
tions.

The company’s charter capital, which was initially
500,000 rubles, is now equal to 12 million rubles. An
increase to 25 million rubles is planned by the end of
2002. 

– Does the company serve only the regional mar-
ket?

– Yes, lessees who come to Yugorsk Leasing Com-
pany are primarily businesses working on the territory
of Khanty-Mansiisk autonomous okrug (KMAO), with a
smaller number of leasing transactions involving busi-
nesses from the southern part of Tyumen oblast. The
geographic range of the leasing company is condition-
al upon what in my view are entirely valid causes: the
desire to minimize overhead with respect to preparation
and realization of leasing transactions, as well as for the
reduction of expenses with respect to monitoring the
condition of the leased objects and the collateral for the
transactions. The company is currently looking into pos-
sibilities for breaking into the market of Tyumen oblast
as a whole. This is a very promising market, particular-
ly since we already have requests from potential clients.

Andrei Fedyushin,

General Director of Yugorsk Leasing Company

YUGORSK LEASING COMPANY

An interview with the General Director of OAO Yugorsk Leasing Company, Andrei Fedyushin.

Main clients of the company are small

and medium-sized enterprises.

Pictured: photoprinting equipment
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– Are there any regional specifics in demand for
equipment? What kind enjoys the greatest demand?

– Based on the region’s main industrial orientation, it
is obvious that Yugorsk Leasing Company’s main clients
would be businesses connected in one way or another
with oil and natural gas extraction. These are supplied
with specialized high-priced equipment (e.g., right now
we have a contract in effect with a geological surveying
company for a total value of more than 50 million rubles).
Nevertheless, the company’s main clients are small and
mid-sized businesses which lease the widest variety of
equipment: woodworking, banking, trading, specialized
equipment for television studios, office equipment.
Highway-construction equipment (dump trucks, exca-
vators, steamrollers, bulldozers) is in great demand, as
are passenger cars and vans.

– Please say a few words about your suppliers.
– The lion’s share of our equipment and machinery

comes from Russian manufacturers in the cities of
Ekaterinburg, Moscow, St. Petersburg, Chelyabinsk,
and Cheboksary. We have suppliers from elsewhere in
the CIS (such as Belarus), and we also receive equip-
ment from Germany, Finland, and Italy.

– How many contracts have been concluded dur-
ing the company’s entire existence, and what are
the average volumes and terms of the contracts?

– Thus far Yugorsk Leasing Company has conclud-
ed 400 leasing contracts. Inasmuch as we do not set
any limits with respect to the value of the leased object,
the volumes of the leasing contracts vary widely: any-
where from 1,000 to 15 million dollars. The contract
terms vary from one to five years.

– Do you work with lessees that are starting out
«from scratch»?

– The principle we hold to when assessing an invest-
ment project is its economic efficiency. It follows from this
that any business may become our client, whether it is
a business just starting out or a business that already has
a certain amount of working experience. 

By way of example, there was a project for the con-
struction of a plant for the manufacture of LVL (laminat-
ed veneer lumber), a high-strength veneered lumber.
Our lessee in this case was OAO LVL-Yugra, a newly cre-
ated company with great potential utilizing the very lat-
est technology in the field of wood processing.

– How does the company go about avoiding risks?
– In the course of our work, the main risk we encounter

is temporary client insolvency (1-2 months). In order to
minimize this and the other potential risks associated with
leasing transactions, prior to concluding a contract, leas-

ing company specialists attempt to obtain comprehen-
sive objective information about the potential lessee and
its project, then they meticulously analyze this informa-
tion. Documentation from the client is verified by attor-
neys and economists, and our specialists make manda-
tory visits to the enterprise to peruse the output.

Also of no small importance in minimizing the risks
associated with leasing transactions is the system of
guarantees that is set up at the stage of concluding
the leasing contract. At the time of execution of the
leasing contract and prior to the start of financing of
the leased object, our company requires from lessees
supplementary agreements for the irrevocable charg-
ing of their settlement bank accounts in case of a
default on the lease payments and provides in the con-
tract for penalties (not only for lease payments in
arrears, but also many other violations of the terms of
the contract). Additionally, a pledge agreement is exe-
cuted for some highly liquid asset belonging to the
lessee or a third party in order to secure the obliga-
tions, as well as a personal guarantee agreement with
the director of the lessee enterprise. In our view, the
aforesaid measures make our clients more disciplined
and serve to increase the personal responsibility of
officers of the lessee for the fate of the transaction.

All of the measures I have listed are comparable to
those taken by a credit institution when granting a loan.
But there are always certain nuances in the relationships
between a leasing company and its clients. We adhere
fairly meticulously to a schedule of lease payments
such that it is feasible for the client and leaves the lat-
ter with sufficient funds to cover its own expenses once
it has paid the lease payments. In case of any business
setbacks we strive to assist the lessee however possi-
ble. This assistance may take the form of a short-term
deferral of payments without assessment of penalties.

The unique nature of interaction with lessees also
translates into the leasing company striving to provide
assistance through its own connections with partners:
this involves the supply by other lessees of materials
and parts at a maximum discount and the sale of goods
through trading firms that are also our clients.

– What are the main problems you encounter and
how do you manage to resolve them?

– I would identify three main problems.
First, the lack of a source of inexpensive long-term

resources. The banks we work with are sufficiently
successful placing funds via short-term credits and
are not greatly interested in financing serious projects
of several years’ duration.

The second problem is one that, in my view, affects not
only our company. The operative resolution of routine
issues that arise during the preparation and realization
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of the leasing contract is hindered by the insufficient lit-
eracy of the tax and other monitory authorities. The State
Highway Safety Authority and the registration chambers
can also be listed among such organizations.

The third is the lack of a culture for the institution
of leasing. Businessmen often do not recognize the
advantages of leasing equipment compared with
other methods of acquiring equipment. Our compa-
ny is trying to solve this problem by conducting
instructional events within KMAO.

– Do the regional authorities facilitate the devel-
opment of leasing? Is there local legislation in the
regions regulating activity in the leasing sector, and
would they help with the company’s practical work?

– The government of KMAO has taken an interest in
developing the investment climate of the region as a
whole, so there are certain benefits and budgetary
support granted for the development of leasing activ-
ity. Within the okrug, the following normative docu-
ments are currently in effect that either directly or indi-
rectly regulate the leasing sector in our region: the law
«On Support of Investment Activity of Public Authori-
ties of the Autonomous Okrug within Khanty-Mansiisk
Autonomous Okrug» (1999), the law «On State Sup-
port for Leasing Organizations within the Autonomous

Okrug» (2000). The primary benefit gained from the
adoption of such local legislation is a reduction in prop-
erty tax rates. This acts as one additional incentive for
our clients when choosing a method of acquiring prop-
erty (self-payment, credit, leasing).

– In conclusion, talk about the company’s
prospects.

– I feel they are sufficiently favorable. Right now our
company has 15 small and mid-sized business invest-
ment projects under consideration. In addition, we are
tying our future to developing the investment policies of
the banks that provide us with crediting, and not only
ones that are located within our region. For example, the
company is in negotiations with the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development to obtain a credit line
for a period of 3-5 years, as well as with foreign manu-
facturers of equipment and machinery regarding leas-
ing projects with a deferral of payments of up to 2 years.

Of no small importance for the development of the
leasing company is the fact that the market in KMAO
and Tyumen oblast as a whole has tremendous
potential. Our experts feel that various industrial sec-
tors (woodworking, construction, foodstuffs) will
develop in the coming years and will have a need for
leased equipment.

LEASING MARKET DEVELOPMENTS
IN RUSSIA

BANK FINANCING FOR LEASING

MDM-Bank attracts American credit to finance
a leasing transaction in Magadan oblast. The

Board of Directors of US Exim Bank has approved the
granting to MDM-Bank of guaranties in the amount of
3.2 million dollars for a credit from the New York division
of Commerzbank. This is the first guaranty for a credit
to a Russian bank approved by US Exim Bank since the
1998 financial crisis. The funds will be used to finance
the supply of mineral extraction equipment by the com-
panies Atlas Copco Wagner, Inc. and NC Russia Co. to
the Russian company Leasingpromkhold, which will then
lease the equipment to the company Magadan Silver.
The equipment will be used to develop the Dukat gold
and silver mine in Magadan oblast.

Vedomosti newspaper, January 21, 2002

Avangard Bank, Avangard-Leasing, and
Yakutgazprom have signed a leasing contract to

implement a project to build a refinery in Yakutiya
(Republic of Sakha). The total cost of the project is 52
million dollars. During the next 15 months, Avangard will
invest in the supply of 21 million dollars worth of equip-
ment. The project calls for construction of a natural gas
condensate refinery having an annual capacity of
100,000 metric tons. The trial launch is planned for early
2003, with the final implementation and jump to pro-
jected capacity set for January 2004. The American
company Petrofac will be supplying the equipment for
the refinery.

Finmarket Agency, January 23, 2002
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European Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment and DeltaLeasing, a division of Delta Cap-

ital Management/US-Russia Investment Fund, have
concluded an agreement for the bank to provide a
credit in the amount of 10 million dollars. The cred-
it will be granted for a term of 4 years, with financ-
ing provided in two tranches of 5 million dollars each.
This agreement is the first in which EBRD is provid-
ing financing for leasing in Russia. Also, EBRD has
become DeltaLeasing’s first outside creditor other
than US-Russia Investment Fund.

Finmarket Agency, February 28, 2002

European Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment and Raiffeisenbank are opening a 12 mil-

lion dollar credit line to finance the leasing in Russia
of machinery from the American company Caterpil-
lar. Pursuant to the agreement EBRD will allocate 8 mil-
lion dollars, while Raiffeisenbank will allocate 4 million dol-
lars. Leasing will be effected via the subsidiary Raiffeisen-
Leasing for a term of 3 to 5 years. The Caterpillar equip-
ment may be used for all land works, including laying
pipelines, drilling wells, and loading extracted resources.

Vremya MN newspaper, April 24, 2002

LEASING COMPANY NEWS

Russian Citibank, part of Citigroup Inc.,
announces the registration of its subsidiary

CitiLeasing. This company intends to offer Russian
clients a wide range of financial services related to
equipment acquisition, including the long-term leas-
ing of fixed assets. At the same time, CitiLeasing
intends to make use of Citigroup’s international
experience in the sphere of specialized financing of
transactions for the acquisition of property.

Gazeta.Ru, February 11, 2002

Sweden and Tatarstan to form a company to
implement a leasing project in the sphere of

machine building. A declaration of intent was signed
between Tatfondbank and the Swedish national invest-
ment company Swedfund within the framework of
Tatarstan President Mintimer Shaimiyev’s visit to Stock-
holm. Developing a leasing partnership, the countries  will
form the financial company Bars Leasing to implement
projects in the region. Bars Leasing will operate in the
sphere of machine building, telecommunications, and
petrochemicals. In particular, it will acquire vehicles from
KAMAZ into which Scania engines may be installed, as
well as Volvo buses manufactured at the factory in
Elabuga. The vehicles will then be made available for
lease.

ITAR-TASS, March 26, 2002

AVIATION

Aeroflot receives the first of four planned DC-
10 freight airplanes for lease. These planes

are intended to replace the Il-76 transport planes,
which as of April 1 are no longer permitted for use on
flights in Europe owing to the introduction of stricter
noise regulations.

Russian Focus, April 1, 2002

Thanks to Egyptian investment, Ulyanovsk avi-
ation firm receives an order to build Tu-204-

120 airliners for subsequent lease. The Board of
Directors of the Ulyanovsk aviation plant AVIASTAR-
JV has confirmed the company’s participation in an
investment agreement with Egypt’s KATO AROMAT-
IC. Under the agreement Kato Aromatic intends dur-
ing 2002-2003 to invest about 280 million dollars in
the construction of Tu-204-120 aircraft with Rolls-
Royce engines with their subsequent lease to foreign
and Russian carriers via the subsidiary Kato Aro-
matic- Sirocco.

Kommersant newspaper, April 2, 2002

INFRASTRUCTURE

First shipment of PAZ-brand buses, acquired
under lease, arrives at Severodvinsk Trans-

portation Authority. The credit to acquire the buses
was given by Sobinbank, with the city administration
acting as guarantor. Fifteen buses have already been
supplied under the leasing agreement, with the firm
to receive another 35 vehicles by the end of spring.
This is the first major batch of buses purchased in the
region over the last ten years. Thanks to the new
vehicles, the municipal transportation authority will be
able to introduce several new city and suburban
routes.

Pravda Severa (Arkhangelsk), March 19, 2002

Government of Kirov oblast decides to lease
passenger buses. Along with funds from the

regional and local budgets, this program will also use
funds from the transportation authorities themselves.
In all there are plans in 2002 to acquire 38 mid-sized
buses and 18 minibuses. The transportation author-
ities have been called upon to hold a tender among
leasing companies for the supply of the buses.

Vyatsky krai (Kirov), March 3, 2002

In the coming months, German waste treatment
plant equipment is to be supplied to the Tomsk

region under lease. The agreement was signed at
the Hannover Trade Show, in which more than 7,000
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firms from 40 countries took part. They exhibited the
very latest achievements in equipment and new tech-
nological developments. Following numerous nego-
tiations, a 500,000 euro contract was executed
between the Tomsk Oblast Administration and the
German company Westfalia Separator. The term of
the leasing contract is five years. 

RIA Novosti, April 18, 2002

SMALL AND MID-SIZED BUSINESS

Sverdlovskaya oblast’s Entrepreneurial Assis-
tance Center (EAC) plans to develop a micro-

leasing system. In 2000-2001, EAC was chiefly
engaged with a system of micro-loans. This year, EAC
intends to offer support to businesses that take part
in exhibitions and trade shows. «At present it is clear
that various small businesses are in need of invest-
ment. Based on rough estimates, more than 50 mil-
lion rubles is needed for this purpose,» noted EAC
director Yevgeny Kopelyan.

UralBusinessConsulting, February 12, 2002

Udmurtia cabinet approves winner of compe-
tition among enterprises with investment

projects to be financed via leasing. The project
«Manufacture of goods from plastic,» submitted by
OOO Prodkontrakt, was named the winner. The pro-
ject will be financed by the Udmurtia State Fund for
the Support of Small Business to the tune of 1.2 mil-
lion rubles.

Udmurtskaya pravda (Izhevsk), April 10, 2002

AGRICULTURE

Contract for the lease to Altai of 300 grain
combines concluded with Krasnoyarsk Com-

bine Plant. The new equipment will be received by
Altai agricultural producers within a month. Combines
will be received by practically every region in the krai,
with the exception of those fifteen which failed to pay
off their federal leasing debt for last year. According
to deputy head of the krai’s department of agricul-
ture Grigory Khalturin, a scheme has already been
designed for distributing the new combines to the
regions based on tillable acreage and the load per
unit of machinery. The level of outdated harvesting
machinery in Altai exceeds 80%.

ITAR-TASS, February 14, 2002

Rosagroleasing to purchase 2,000 combines
for a total sum of 5 billion rubles by May 1,

2002. This news was announced by RF Deputy Prime
Minister, Minister of Agriculture Aleksei Gordeyev,

who stated that 350 of the total number of combines
have already been acquired. All of the machinery is
to be leased to agricultural enterprises in various
regions of the country.

Vedomosti newspaper, February 15, 2002

The motorized tractor fleet of Tyumen oblast
farmers will be supplemented with 85 trac-

tors this year. The vehicles will be supplied on a
leased basis. In April, the Tyumen oblast department
of agriculture received the first batch of equipment.
The fleet of the oblast’s farms is worn out at a level
of 70%. In all in 2002, 260 million rubles is planned
to be allocated from the regional budget for leasing
operations, of which 60 million will be distributed in
the first quarter. Last year, 160 million rubles was allo-
cated for the acquisition of leased equipment.

RIA Novosti, April 10, 2002

LEASING MARKET DEVELOPMENTS
ABROAD

About 20 Russian and Ukrainian airlines have
expressed their intent to buy the new An-140

Russian-Ukrainian passenger liner. This was
announced by the press service of the Kharkov State
Aviation Plant, which put the An-140 into serial pro-
duction in 2002. The plant has received 9 orders from
Ukrainian airlines for the lease of these planes. Russ-
ian airlines are also showing interest in acquiring the
An-140. Designed at Ukraine’s Antonov Aviation
Complex, the An-140 mid-range aircraft is outfitted
with 50% Russian parts. The Kharkov plant has an
annual production capacity of up to 10 planes.

ITAR-TASS, April 1, 2002

Latvian leasing company Unilizings signs con-
tract to acquire the leasing portfolio of Sampo

lizings, having a total value of 4 million lats. Reg-
istered in 1997, Sampo Lizings belongs to Estonia’s
Sampo Liising. Founded in 1997, Unilizings is a sub-
sidiary of Latvijas Unibanka. Thanks to this transac-
tion, Unilizings’s share of the Latvian leasing market
will increase to 34%. Unilizings president Janis Buks
notes, «This transaction is part of Unilizings’s strate-
gic plan, to become the leader on the Latvian leas-
ing market within five years. As a result of the trans-
action Unilizings will not only increase its market
share, but will also acquire a quality base of clients
and financial assets.»

Baltic News Service (Riga), April 3, 2002

Press review compiled by Victoria Struts
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Has the procedure for determining income,
expenses, and profits of a leasing company
changed in 2002?

First, it should be noted that the process of generat-
ing the financial results of a leasing company for

accounting and tax pur-
poses differ. For
accounting purposes,
income, expenses, and
profits of the lessor are
reflected in accordance
with accounting legisla-
tion rules,1 while for tax
purposes these finan-
cial indicators, on the
basis of which the com-
pany’s  taxable income
is calculated, are gen-
erated in accordance
with the provisions of
Chapter 25 of the RF

Tax Code (effective as of Jan. 1, 2002).
The procedure for reflecting in the books leasing

contract operations has not undergone significant
change recently and continues to be regulated by RF
Finance Ministry Order #15 of February 2, 1997 (with
account for the amendments made to the Chart of
Bookkeeping Accounts pursuant to RF Finance Min-
istry Order #94n of Oct. 31, 2000). Meanwhile, in case
of property reflected on the leasing company’s balance
sheet, the periodically accruing lease installments con-
stitute revenue for the lessor and are reflected in the
sales accounts in correspondence with the lessee’s
indebtedness. Expenses incurred by the leasing com-
pany during the accounting period are reflected in the
appropriate account for the given expense. In the
process of comparing the data for the indicators, the
lessor’s profit is generated based on the results of
each accounting period.

Schedule of bookkeeping items:
debit 62 credit 90/1
debit 20 credit 02, 70, 69, 76,etc.
debit 90/2 credit 20
debit 91/2 credit 66,6 
debit/credit 90/9, 91/9 credit/debit 99

When property is reflected on the balance sheet of
the lessee, the amount of lease installments contem-
plated by the contract is reflected on the leasing com-
pany’s books in the account for other income in cor-
respondence with the accounts reflecting settlements
with the lessee at the time the asset is transferred for
lease. The value of the leased asset is simultaneously
written off against other expenses, and the difference
between these values is recognized as future income
and carried over to the sales accounts (recognized as
income from sales) in proportion to the accrued lease
installments at the time specified in the leasing con-
tract.

Schedule of bookkeeping items:
debit 76 credit 91/1
debit 91/2 credit 03 
debit 91/9 credit 98
debit 98 credit 90/1
Further, the lessor’s financial results are generated

according to the aforesaid procedure, except in one cir-
cumstance: amortization accrues and, consequently,
is reflected on the lessee’s books.

For the purpose of determining the taxable object
with respect to the profit tax, lease installments are
income from sales, inasmuch as they constitute rev-
enue from the sale of services rendered by the leas-
ing company on a regular basis.2 This income is
reduced by the value of economically justified and
documented expenses (except for the expenses spec-
ified in Art. 270 of the RF Tax Code). When the leased
asset is reflected on the lessor’s balance sheet, form-
ing expenses and determining taxable profit is fairly
unambiguous. In particular, amortization allocations
may be attributed to expenses, whereby expenses
related to acquisition of the leased asset will reduce
the lessor’s taxable profit. However, the current tax
legislation is not entirely precise in its definition of the
procedure for assigning such expenditures to the
lessor’s expenses for calculating profit tax if the leased
asset is reflected on the balance sheet of the lessee.
Obviously, these expenditures of the leasing compa-
ny are economically justified, documented, and
incurred in order to conduct activity directed toward
earning income, i.e., they fully satisfy the criteria estab-
lished by Article 252 of the RF Tax Code.

3 Article 13 of the Law on Accounting.

4 Article 4 of the Law on Accounting.

1 Finance Ministry Order #15 of 02.02.1997, Accounting

Regulations.
2 For other organizations, income derived from the lease of assets

is attributed to non-sales income. (Art. 250 of the Tax Code).

Aleksandr Akimov,

Financial Analyst, IFC Leasing

Development Group, answers ques-

tions sent in by «LC» readers

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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When determining the moment such expenditures
are recognized as expenses for calculating profit tax
and the period during which they will reduced taxable
profit (this procedure being ill-defined in the tax legis-
lation), it seems most logical to apply the principle of
equal and proportional formation of income and
expenses as set forth in Article 272.1 of the RF Tax
Code. Thus, when the leased asset is reflected on the
balance sheet of the lessee, expenditures connected
with acquisition of the leased asset may be attributed
by the lessor to expenses for calculating the profit tax
throughout the term of the leasing contract in propor-
tion to the lease installments accrued during the
accounting period.

We are hopeful that the procedure for recognizing
expenses of the leasing company will be clarified in
subsequent amendments to the tax legislation, inas-
much as the uncertainty in the procedure for writing
off the lessor’s expenses for the cost of the leased
object when it is transferred to the lessee hinders the
execution of leasing transactions, one of the undis-
puted advantages of which is the possibility of choose
whose balance sheet the leased asset is to be reflect-
ed on. Those companies involved in operations where
the leased asset is transferred to the lessee’s balance
sheet are advised  to enlist the support of the tax
authorities in this matter.

Is it possible to reflect the leased asset on the bal-
ance sheet of a lessee who is an individual entre-

preneur?

In accordance with the Federal Law on Financial
Lease (Leasing), the leased asset provided to the lessee
under the leasing contract is reflected on the balance
sheet of the lessor or the lessee based on their mutu-
al agreement.

The legislative requirements for mandatory prepara-
tion of accounting reports (including accounting bal-
ance sheet)3 does not apply to individual entrepreneurs,
which record their income and expenses in the man-
ner specified by the tax laws of the Russian Federation.4

In execution of Article 54.2 of the RF Tax Code, pur-
suant to which individual entrepreneurs calculate their
taxable income according to the results of each tax
period based on recorded data on income and expens-
es and financial operations in the manner specified by
the Russian Federation Finance Ministry and Tax Min-
istry, these authorities have approved the procedure
whereby individual entrepreneurs record income and
expenses and financial operations.5 This procedure
stipulates that individual entrepreneurs record income
and expenses and financial operations by way of fixing
them in the Record of income and expenses. This

document must contain information about the acqui-
sition and formation of the value of fixed assets, pro-
cedure for their amortization, and the classification of
amortization charges as expenses. The procedure for
reflection of operations with fixed assets in the books
of the individual entreprenneur is on the whole analo-
gous to the procedure established for such operations
by enterprises and organizations. On the basis of the
foregoing, it may be concluded that, for the purposes
of reflecting operations with fixed assets, the entrepre-
neur’s record of income and expenses represents an
alternative to the accounting balance sheet.

Therefore, in our opinion, reflecting the leased object
on the books of a lessee who is an individual entrepre-
neur does not contradict applicable law.

How at present should one reflect interest on
loans paid by the leasing company prior to the

leased asset being put into use.

Many financial operations are subject to different
recording procedures for accounting and tax purpos-
es. One such operation is the reflection of interest on
loans for the acquisition of fixed assets that is charged
prior to the assets being put into use.

Thus, according to the requirements of the account-
ing laws,6 the initial value of fixed assets includes inter-
est on loan funds charged prior to the fixed assets
being reflected on the books, provided that such loan
funds were obtained for the acquisition, construction,
or manufacture of the asset. Meanwhile, for profit tax
purposes, the initial value of a leased asset is recog-
nized solely the amount expended by the lessor for its
acquisition.7 As for interest on loans, pursuant to Arti-
cle 265.1.2 of the RF Tax Code, non-sales expenses
include interest on debt obligations of any form (irre-
gardless of the nature of the credit provided) charged
prior the actual use of the loan funds. Article 269 of the
RF tax Code, which defines the specifics of attributing
interest on loan funds to expenses, also does not place
any restriction on attributing such expenditures to
expenses for tax purposes depending on when the
fixed assets are put into use.

Thus, in our opinion, interest on loans for acquisi-
tion of a leased asset and charged prior to the start
of use of such asset, will increase its initial value for

5 RF Finance Ministry and RF Tax Ministry Order #24n/BG-

3-08/419 of 21.03.2001.
6 Section 8 of Accounting Regulation 6/01 (approved by RF

Finance Ministry Order #26n of 30.03.2001)
7 Article 257 of the RF Tax Code.
8 Article 28.2 of the Law on Leasing.
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accounting purposes, while constituting current expens-
es of the leasing company for tax purposes.

A similar point of view is adhered to in clarifications issued
by specialists from the RF Finance Ministry.

In connection with the adoption of RF Governmen-
tal Decree #1 of January 1, 2002, and the change

in terms of amortization for fixed assets, how should
one handle earlier lease installments if they were
recorded based on amortization rates that were in
effect last year?

First, we note that Article 259.8 of the RF Tax Code stip-
ulates that organizations transferring (receiving) fixed
assets pursuant to a leasing contract executed prior to the
entry into force of this chapter may charge amortization
on such asset using the methods and rates in effect at the
time of transfer (receipt) of the asset, or using a special
coefficient not higher than 3.

Meanwhile, lease installments (amount thereof, pay-
ment deadline) do not necessarily have to depend on the
procedure for charging amortization on the leased asset.
That is, it is entirely permissible for the amount of install-
ments under the contract to remain unchanged and for the
actual charging of the value of the leased asset to the
lessor’s expenses to take place according to the proce-
dure implemented as of January 1, 2002. Furthermore, by
agreement with the lessee the leasing contract may be
amended to reflect the change in the amortization term for
the leased asset. It should also be noted that unless oth-
erwise stipulated by the leasing contract, the amount of
lease installments may be changed by agreement between
the parties within the deadlines specified by the contract,
but no more than once every three months.8

8 Article 28.2 of the Law on Leasing.


